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———- Forwarded message ———From: Ramona & Greg Mayon <mayonandmayon@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Dec 12, 2010 at 8:00 PM
Subject: email re. Markel Charron
To: amy charron <violacharron@gmail.com>
On this site http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199/ you are going to hear secretly-taped audio of a little two-year girl in
‘protective custody’ say she is being hit at home, that it hurts, you will her hear cry to go home with her mommy in the car
she remembers, you will her scream at being separated from her mother at the end of the CPS-supervised visit, but worse
than that, you will see color photos of this angel’s back and bottom covered in bruises and welts. At the time these abuse
photos were taken, she had not been in my care for a year.
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ACTION
Here is a link where you can hear an audio I secretly taped (at a CPS-supervised meeting) where you can clearly hear my
then-two year old daughter saying she is being abused at my mother’s home. Here are photos I took during that meeting of
her bruised back & behind. I have not been allowed to see her since.
http://soundcloud.com/ramonamayon/markel-saying-they-hit-my-headi
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**********************************************************
(the links take you to the evidence):
Re. Gary McDonald, a prominent Kingwood oral surgeon (appointed to Texas State Board of Dental Examiners by Gov. Rick
Perry) pharmacy records ***20100912185203 (page 22 of 33 in PDF) show him prescribing
Thorazine/Ambien/Vicodan/Valium/muscle relaxant/10 ampoules for a bacterial antibiotic used to combat bioterrorism (i.e.
anthrax) from 11/07 – 1/08 (see the top of this page for full drug descriptions & links to sites re. these drugs
http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199/timeline ) to his adult step-daughter, Amy Charron – who through legal aid – has filed
an attempted homicide report with H.P.D. (Nov 2009 ***20100912174738 6th page of PDF) alleging a chemical near-coma she
suffered when she & her 11-month-old infant went home December 15, 2007 to help her supposedly-ailing mother, Anita
McDonald.*** Ms. Charron alleges being incapacitated in said oral surgeon’s home until late May 2008 and has listed several
witnesses *** 20100912200937 to this & her other allegations. To date, no one has contacted them. Another witness (a lawyer)
made a complaint to Houston Police about this matter and it is still pending because the police say Ms. Charron has not made a
sworn statement.
*
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Video 1: 'Delusion' was Evidence-based

Prior to Gary McDonald writing Amy Charron a prescription for (10) Thorazine on 12/30/07,***20100912185203(page 22 of
33) another prescription was written in her name on 12/24/07 for (14) Thorazine by one Dr. P.K. Sanroy ***20100912185203
(page 22 of 33) Amy has no recollection of seeing this doctor. And really, what is the one night we all remember what we are
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doing, but Christmas Eve. Furthermore, why would a new mother enjoying her baby’s first Christmas need with so much
Thorazine? Assisting in this walking-coma state that Ms. Charron suffered for five months is one Dr. Rosenberg who from Feb
thru June of 2008 prescribed Ms. Charron 3 additional anti-psychosis drugs telling her they were ’sleep aids’. Unknown to Ms.
Charron, her mother presents at the doctor’s office late March 2008 without an appointment, tearfully telling the doctor about
how things ’really are’.***20100912180340 Dr. Rosenberg notes in his records that he gave the mother several samples of
Zyprexa (Ms. Charron found two boxes in the kitchen, amounting to hundreds of doses) ***
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0000161 an even more powerful anti-psychotic drug that is a tasteless
powder meant to be dissolved in the mental patient’s food. His records show 28 May 2008, he again met with the mother, the
step-father & the grandmother to discuss ’options’ for Ms. Charron. He suggests that her refusal to take the medications properly
would best be dealt with a 100mg. injection of Halodrol, a major psychiatric drug that lasts up to four weeks. Records shown this
Dr’s name was used to write such a prescription for Amy Charron on 6 June 2008, including a companion drug that is required
for the side effects of the Halodrol. Dr. Rosenberg testified under oath he did not write this prescription. ***20100912185147
Subsequent efforts to investigate find the good doctor denying he had written such a drug, giving rise to the question: how did it
come to be loosened from the pharmacy? (under oath) Additionally, during the 28 May 2008 visit with the family, Dr.
Rosenberg gave a step-by-step description of how to have Ms. Charron committed to a mental institution. ***20100912180340
So why was this necessary since she had by then managed to get out of the house with her toddler and checked into a motel to
detox – - – so why are the McDonalds even at Dr. Rosenberg‘s ? (possible receipt thru her grandmother) It is of note, Ms.
Charron was at the time, a 39 year-old successful business owner, attended church every Sunday with her child, had a wide circle
of friends, owns her own home in an upscale, gated community with a daycare center across street that Markel attended halfdays, dropped off & picked up by her mother. Why had no one noticed Amy was crazy before this? However, since losing her
child, Ms. Charron’s whole resources & savings have gone into fighting for her daughter. Her home has gone into foreclosure.
20100912203218 & 20100912184856 Her health is nearly destroyed.
*
Early in 2009, Anita McDonald arranged for her daughter and grand-daughter (then two-years old) to meet her @ a local
restaurant, Papasito‘s. Both victim & child fell ill following this meeting. Given the events of Christmas 2007, her extensive
childhood illnesses and being in possession of a heavy metal toxic screen from 2006 showing elevated arsenic, mercury &
aluminum levels, ***(20100912180109) Ms. Charron felt she had to report this to someone as she & her child were not getting
any better from weeping rashes, red blotchy spots, hair falling out, tight shiny almost burnt-looking skin, swollen face & limbs –
all classic symptoms of poisoning. She has posted photos of these conditions on her website.
***http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199/evidence photos are half-way down this page.
*
It is of note that there are pharmacy records showing that her step-father wrote her another 25 prescriptions
***20100912185203 (throughout the 33 pages of CVS Pharacy records dating back ot year 2000) inc. steroid AFTER Ms.
Charron was involuntarily hospitalized for a month due to a steroid-induced psychosis in 1997. (waiting on records) Most of
these prescriptions are for powerful bacterial antibiotics that are used to fight Lyme Disease which Ms. Charron did have, as well
as the pain killer Vicodan. Ms. Charron suffered greatly in her childhood from unexplained rashes, hives, hair falling out, similar
symptoms as to what brought her to St Luke’s Hospital on mid-March 2009. Ms. Charron alleges that Dr. McDonald frequently
medicated her for these conditions. Indeed, it is this information that gave rise to the concern by municipal authorities that this
mother is delusional and imagining her past because her abusers are too well-respected in the community to have been
dysfunctional. 20100912201947
*
Eventually, one Dr. Krey insisted that she should report with her child to the E.R. of St. Luke’s Hospital. Upon reporting her
suspicions that she had been drugged (repeatedly) by her mother & step-father, the hospital staff left with the minor child
(telling Ms. Charron they were taking the toddler to change her diaper). 20100912175727 That night (17 March 2009) at St.
Luke’s Hospital, the minor child was given into the care of Ms. Charron mother & step-father by hospital staff even though the
paternal grandmother had been listed as emergency contact. This child went into the ER that night wearing a pink tutu, pink
cowboy boots, and a tiny pink t-shirt that said “Every Little Girl Should Be a Princess”.
*
She was her mother’s little princess and on what grounds was this child‘s most primal bond broken? She was a happy, content,
smiling, well-fed little girl whose mother was worried something might be wrong. The hospital staff was told by Ms. Charron’s
parents when they were telephoned that she was crazy and they would be right there to get the baby. Police came quickly,
demanded the name of the suspects, which were given under duress, while asking for a lawyer. Ms. Charron was deemed
delusional and admitted for an involuntary psychiatric evaluation, after she waited alone, kept guarded in a small room, frantic
for her child for over 11 hours. ***20100912174810 She was then transported from Houston, where she lives, to Kingwood where
her parents live and her step-father has his practice. This is highly irregular. Why was she taken from where she lives (a major
city) to a small community 45 miles away where her step-father knows everyone and practices. She was not a resident, and if it
was true that there was no room for her anywhere else in Houston, what are the odds that only the tiny community of Kingwood
had a space.
*
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During this time Ms. Charron was injected with the drug Halodrol (stays in the body 3-4 weeks) that she was allergic to plus
three other drugs including Klonipin, a drug whose sole purpose is to increase the effect of whatever other drugs are prescribed.
*** 20100912180109 20100912180232 This made it impossible for her to understand what was happening in the first days when
CPS sought dependency 20100912175920) of her child because she was “delusional and bi-polar“ and that she had imagined her
childhood abuse, even though witness after witness was available ***20100912174810 to be interviewed during the week-long
trial. Many witness were not allowed to testify or were limited in some way. For example, Ms. Charron presented her own
therapist (including her participation in a group of molestation survivors) for telephone testimony during the jury trial due to the
doctor having a broken hip. This was disallowed. (read her emailed reports to legal aid *** 20100912180304&
20100912180322) However, the CPS security guard was allowed to testify because he was the reason CPS gave for re-opening
Markel Charron’s case after having closed it in the March incident. They reported that she became so agitated upon finding out
that her daughter was being left on Sunday afternoons with her step-grandfather (i.e. Anita McDonald’s step-father) who had a
criminal history & had had a grandchild removed from his house for a complaint of molestation. (obtainable) What mother
wouldn’t be upset? But his testimony that Ms. Charron became so aggressive that she hit him could have been backed up by
video from inside the office and, though Ms. Charron’s lawyer asked for it, CPS was never forced by the court to produce it for
the jury to see.
*
Instead of receiving help from the police department, or even been once taken seriously (since reporting her suspicions in March
2009, there have been numerous recorded threats including rape, break-ins to her home, computer hacking & damage to
vehicles has been ignored by the police dept, including an instance when Ms. Charron reported to the police that her mother had
assaulted her by biting, leaving a bloody mark). She has been admitted for several involuntary mental health evaluations
20100912175655 & 20100912175750 & been arrested twice for the same felony (later dropped).20100912174738 &
20100912184951 During the jury trial for the termination of her parental rights, Ms. Charron was arrested the day before the
verdict was delivered, for the felony retaliation of a CPS witness – - – one of the attorney’s forced her to admit on the stand, to
the jury, the next day that she had just been brought in from jail for ’following & harassing’ CPS witness. This was a witness who
had been reported to the police by Ms. Charron as having stolen & attempted to sell the songs of the late Mark Charron as well
other allegations that she was a disgruntled acquaintance of Ms. Charron. CPS ignored or refused to investigate – though of
course, Family Court is notorious for hand-picking witnesses & excluding others because it is a closed confidential court. The
biological father of Markel sat with Ms.Charron’s parents in the courtroom and willingly signed away his right’s to his child,
freeing the way for the jury to award custody to the McDonalds.
*
Animosities between trio ran toxic from the beginning of the elder couple’s marriage because it began as an affair while her
mother had been married to her father, Mark Charron, a talented & known song writer of the 1970’s, but who died following an
illness brought upon by a brutal mugging. Amy Charron has consistently alleged that Gary McDonald attempted to molest her
from the time she went to live with him as a teenager. 20100912175943
*
In the past year, Mr. & Mrs. McDonald have successfully sought and obtained the termination of parental rights to Ms. Charron‘s
only child, Markel Charron, female, age 3 & ½. 20100918153944 The legal case is in appeals but is essentially already lost
because the fight to save her child has bankrupted Ms. Charron’s life savings and her home is in foreclosure. She cannot afford
the fees for the legal record nor an appeals attorney. The irregularities of procedure that Ms. Charron has described to me are
quite extensive and need looking into for the simple journalistic fact that the judge in her case was Pat Shelton, who’s daughter
just got 120 days and 8 years probation for killing her boyfriend while driving 3 times over the blood-alcohol limit Justice in
Texas at it’s best: Elizabeth Shelton was ordered to do 8 hours a month community service for 30 months, however, a visiting
judge signed off on a deal that allowed Miss Shelton to do her community service inside the 4 month jail term. Nor did she begin
her jail sentence until her college semester was over. http://abclocal.go.com/ktrk/story?section=news/in_focus&id=6694424
This is obviously a very powerful judge. He is not running for re-election after a long career in juvenile justice. More newspaper
articles @ bottom of this page on Amy Charron’s websitehttp://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199/evidence
*
Harris County has taken it upon itself to re-order this child’s life so drastically even though the original incident of 17 March
2009 has been DOCUMENTED 20100912175432 as officially ’ruled out’ by the CPS , and issued a notice that the original charge
of ’negligent supervision had been ruled out, still the Ms. Charron was not returned her child. 20100912175501 (ICWA violations
may apply). By 31 July 2009, however, 20100912175834 CPS is demanding to terminate her parental rights. 20100912185301
By November it had done so. The reason this mother has been ruled unfit is because CPS ordered her to take the once-monthly
drug injection of Halodrol 20100912201010 which causes her a (documented) allergic reaction. 20100912175539 CPS Supervisor
Scott Dickenson (who no longer works there) was given full documentation of her medical condition, a rare auto-immune
disease that makes medicines react adversely. 20100912201531 Furthermore, Ms. Charron was seen by a CPS-paid psychiatrist
(as opposed to a mere psychologist or therapist who CANNOT prescribe drugs) who said in her report that she saw no reason for
- nor wanted anything to do with – Ms. Charron receiving a monthly Halodrol injection. That’s in black-and-white in a report
from the County’s own dr. 20100912174833 So how does she come to need this injection? 20100912174810 She’s given it in the
hospital where she has no say. Goes to ER because of an adverse reaction to it. 20100912200758 & 20100912175539 Has a
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history of bad reactions to all kinds of drugs. Already has immunity problems. A psychiatrist paid by CPS says she doesn’t need
it. Who is CPS to stand in front of this mother like some kind of evil King Solomon and say “your child or this injection that could
kill you and makes you feel so bad you can’t crawl out of bed to take care of said child” ? A link to the government site on this
drughttp://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/druginfo/meds/a682180.html Why was there no other option?
*
Ms. Charron alleges hearing her mother in court tell CPS supervisors that if Amy were to receive her child back, she, Anita
McDonald would sue them, pointing to her 2 lawyers in the court room, who had used six days of the 7-day trial to their fullest
advantage. Ms. Charron was denied 12 of her witnesses as well as a an extensive slide show of their homes - – - jury took 7
minutes to terminate her parental rights.
*
Child was last seen by her mother Nov. 2009 with bruises & enflamed welts on her back & buttocks as well had fresh feces on her
socks, a clear sign of neglect. She took photos & has posted them on the website. At no point was this minor child ever seen
injured, bruised, left alone or had any kind of CPS hotline report concerning her well-being. On the other hand, Ms. Charron
arranged with me specifically to build the website, in order to show photos of Markel during their last visit together last
November 2009, after her parental rights were terminated. The child’s rights were to her mother were broken under unusual
speed and that alone deserves attention. But to see physical evidence of bruises & inflamed welts an inch wide on the child’s
bottom – this has tormented this mother ever minute since. The social worker that was supervising this last visit told Ms.
Charron that the grandmother had reported that this was all the result of swatting a bee. Several photos were posted on the
website that plainly show old bruising ***http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199 .
What is clear to see, is a solid black adult-sized thumbprint bruise on the child’s left hip bone above the buttock. This was the
last time for the mother & daughter to meet. The minor has also told her mother in the presence of a CPS social worker that
she was being hit on the ’headie’ at home and screaming, begged her mother not to go back to her grandmother‘s home. Ms.
Charron has an audio-recording of this. Her mother never saw her again. No one in Ms. Charron’s circle has seen this child in
over six months. Dr. Leach treated Markel (the minor) for a possible broken arm and his office accidentally called Ms. Charron
instead of Mrs. McDonald, which is the only way she found out about it. No one will listen to this mother‘s concerns. She
requires a well-child check by the State of Texas or failing that, the Federal government.
***************************************************************************************************
above statement prepared for me by my ghostwriter, Ramona Mayon

*****************************************************************************************************************************

THIS IS ONE OF MANY BRIEFS THAT WERE TYPED UNDER DIRECT DICTATION BY AMY
CHARRON; AT NO TIME DID I PERFORM ANY TASK MORE THAN RESEARCH AND TYPING; THIS IS
A PRODUCT COMMISSIONED AND PAID FOR BY AMY CHARRON WHO THEN FILED IT HERSELF IN
COURT AND WITH THE FBI (OR DIDN’T AS SHE SAW FIT)
*
this product of ghost-writing is not a substitute for the advice of an attorney
17 U.S.C. § 201(a). In the case of a work made for hire, the employer or other person
for whom the work was prepared is considered the author and, unless the parties
have expressly agreed otherwise in a written instrument signed by them, owns all of
the rights in the copyright. 17 U.S.C. § 201(b)
**************************************************
Request for Court of Inquiry into Texas Laws Broken in case #2009-02754J (court of the Honorable
Judge Pat Shelton)
*
by St. Luke’s Hospital, Harris County Children Protective Services, Houston Police Dept., Joseph La Bella,
Gary & Anita McDonald
*
*
in the matter of Amy Charron & Markel Charron (minor)
*
*
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*
*
*
Under the Texas Constitution, Article 13, section 1 for Amy Charron (hereafter A.C. because even though I
have no choice financially but to represent myself, I refer to myself in the third person so as to have this
brief read in the manner of all the others before this court) who does herein request the courts en banc
examine these allegations of multiple government agents and co-conspirators, so named, breaking Texas
laws. It states that “All courts shall be open for an injury done him in his lands, goods, person, or
reputation shall have remedy by due course of law.”
*
There may have been serious crimes attempted against A.C. and under her rights under the Texas
Constitution, even so there has been no investigation, only persecution against A.C.
*
The wrongful foreclosure on the A.C. house (Harris County case # EV 52CO297522 Judge William
Yeoman) is interconnected by the attorney Joseph La Bella who represented A.C. in the arrest that
occurred while A.C. was on trial for her parental rights. His behavior has already been noted once by
Judge Yeoman (as having meddled in the foreclosure case, interfering with documents that are owned by
A.C.). A.C. believes that he is not and has never acted in her interests. She obtained $35,000 from her
grandmother to pay for his services in 2009 and received nothing in return for said money. A.C.’s 93
year-old grandmother has tried repeatedly to complain to a judge about this lawyer’s actions and A.C. ‘s
grandmother, Mrs. Charron remains ready to testify against him. A.C. has lost everything due to a
conspiracy to show her “delusional” and the Harris County CPS has aided the McDonald’s in that effort.
A.C. was represented in criminal court by Joseph La Bella when A.C. was arrested during the next-to-thelast day of her parental rights jury trial. A.C. was jailed a second time for 22 days because one part of the
charges were dropped so she was re-arrested on this same complaint and held for want of a $500. All the
while, the attorney Joseph La Bella is “representing” her, to the tune of $35,000. He has consistently
refused to account for his time for this amount. Eventually A.C. leaves jail (following a near-death asthma
attack in jail), Attorney La Bella insinuates himself in her wrongful foreclosure case which began while A.C.
was in jail. A year later, this case would be dropped but not before A.C. endured a humiliating 6 p.m.
curfew which essentially destroyed her livilihood (she is a make-up artist for models and works at evening
events primarily).
*
A.C. is seeking proof from the post office that her mail box has been tampered with and in all other
methods of carry, somehow Joseph La Bella has gotten mail to continue to come to his office, up to the
point of court two weeks ago being ordered, in person, by Judge Yeoman to return all documents to A.C.
*
This woman stands without her child, her home about to be lost, violation after violation to her dignity and
legally labeled by C.P.S. a nut. Simply because she wanted to report what she thought might be a crime.
This was accomplished by Harris County destroying A.C.’s record of good standing in the community
where she owns a home of 6 years in a gated community in an upscale community, where she has a
business in the modeling profession teaching make-up in the nearby Galleria. She votes. She pays taxes.
She went to church every Sunday at Second Baptist where she left M.C. at the church nursery. A.C. took
M.C. across the street to a nursery school for half-days. A.C. had a huge circle of friends none of whom
ever noticed the symptoms of “delusion” as described by CPS that caused a Texas jury to terminate A.C.’s
parental rights and awarding the guardianship of M.C. to the McDonalds. There is clear evidence that
Harris County has allowed its’ power in destroying the reputation of A.C. in the eyes of a jury when her
parental right to her 2-year old daughter, M.C. who is her only child and considered a miracle baby that
A.C. doctors’ told her she couldn’t have due to health problems. Rather than take the proper supportive
role as grandparents, the McDonalds have set and accomplished taking this child to raise for themselves.
A.C. alleges it was Mrs. McDonald’s frequent and spoken terroristic threat to A.C. in and out of the
courtroom during the 2009 custody battle , that she (i.e. Mrs. McDonald) would see the minor M.C. in her
care and A.C. out in the street homeless before this was over with.
*
This is exactly what has occurred. None of these proceedings are separate. It is of note that A.C.
cannot proceed to appeal because of the cost of record & another attorney. She is no longer the middleclass mother she was when this case began. Her livelihood has been destroyed by a court-ordered curfew
(of a case that would be dismissed a year later) and is losing her home, as well as her child, as she was
so threatened.
*
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The judge in the foreclosure end of this intentional crime against the person of A.C. states that he can only
rule on the house/bank relationship. As it stood last hearing, yes. But this filing for a court of inquiry is to
petition the COURT of TEXAS EN BANC to address the interconnection from the events of March 2009
and the foreclosure of A.C. house in which she has $98,000 equity and is the home in which A.C. has not
changed a single toy nor removed the crib that her only child slept in. The emotional murder of this
woman will be complete.
*
We ask the court to halt this wrongful foreclosure and if necessary put a seal on the house (EVIDENCE #1
20100912184856) in order to declare it as having possible evidence in this case that A.C. is presenting to
higher courts & investigative agencies. For example, there is a constant beep (has been for months)
within the walls, perhaps a camera or some other illegal listening device that may have fingerprints on it.
A.C. is applying to the Federal Court, the F.B.I., the D.E.A., the Texas Rangers, as well as the Texas
Attorney General’s office to investigate if these allegations are true. We beg the court to seal said
residence until the time that the higher courts will rule on a request for a court of inquiry.
*
The courts have a sworn duty to the Texas Constitution in which article 13, section 1 states “All courts
shall be open for an injury done him in his lands, goods, person, or reputation shall have remedy by due
course of law.” Court must heed the interception of the larger case in (Appeals) # 14-09-01006-CV
(EVIDENCE #2 PDF 20100912203157and 20100912201531 plus an inadequate appeals brief from A.C.
trial counsel 20100912200728 Harris County reply Aug 26, 201020100918153944) to this more “minor”
case, #EV52CO297522, because the evidence shows a connection in both cases (see Court of Inquiry
question #6 below), as it lies in one man, A.C. ‘s second attorney, Joseph La Bella who acted in a manner
that is NOT in adherence with the code of the Bar Assoc. by not properly representing A.C. in the only
arrest she has ever been in, and she is 41 years old, never been arrested until the 6th day of her trial to
have her parental rights terminated. There is a direct correlation of Joseph La Bella in the criminal case
that originated in the first larger trial where A.C. lost her right to her daughter M.C. (in no small part
because she was arrested during said trial and forced to admit it on the stand in front of the jury who had
also been told by a higher-up C.P.S. supervisor that Texas Governor Rick Perry knew of A.C. and had
heightened security around him because of her). How is it not some type of legal stalking for Joseph La
Bella to have A.C. foreclosure records when she was already a disgruntled client from the earlier criminal
matter?
*
It is here we ask the court to begin an inquiry:
1.
Why is former attorney Joseph La Bella receiving even a single piece of paper on the foreclosure of A.C.’s
home?
*
*
*
2.
The original incident March 17, 2009, that caused the minor, M. C. to be removed from her mother (who
was single & thus this child’s only caretaker) was officially ruled out May 18, 2009 (documented/not shown
to the jury by counsel EVIDENCE #3 PDF FILES 20100912175432 ) yet CPS did not return her child.
Why not?
*
May 18-July 31 is 2 two and a half months. Why was the minor, M.C. not returned to A.C. during this time
?
*
*
*
3.
Additionally, A.C. on April 3, 2009 EVIDENCE #4 PDF FILES 20100912175501 signed CPS document
stating there is Indian blood in M.C. Cherokee, Osage Nations which invokes the Indian Child Welfare Act.
Did CPS heed the strict federal notifications requirements per the Fifth District’s ruling in 2000, (In re.
Desiree F.) that should the agency AND THE COURT fail to adhere to the strict federal notification
requirements, then the State does not hold jurisdiction. Have the Nations been notified of this or the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. This is a notorious problem across the nation, many larger states including
California even having to organize tutorials for social workers & their attorneys to teach them the proper
procedure regarding the Indian Child Welfare Act. Did Harris County CPS do so?
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*
*
*
4.
Instead, July 31, 2009 CPS (EVIDENCE #5 PDF FILES 20100912175834 ) sought to terminate A. C.’s
parental rights and did so in November, 2009 on the grounds she would not take said injection
Haloperidrol, therefore she was not in “compliance”. Not in compliance of what, the child, M.C. should
have been returned at this point, but was not. Why? And why were these drugs required? Who is C.P.S.
to order the administration of any kind of drugs when it appears that there was an illegal transfer of the
child M.C. at the hospital St Luke’s (EVIDENCE #6 PDF FILES 20100912174810 release from the
mental health alert 20100912180109) Furthermore, A.C. has suffered violations of her 8th amendment
right to be free of the infliction of cruel & unusual punishment by the Harris County Children Protective
Services, an incarceration of definite perimeter, specifically accelerating the termination of her parental
rights (July 2009 after the ruling-out of original charge on May 18,2009) on the basis that she was in “noncompliance of re-unification plan” by refusing to take a heavy anti-psychotic drug Haloperidrol that is
administered by a monthly injection (EVIDENCE #7 PDF FILE 20100912175834) . A.C. presented to both
CPS and the court of the honorable Judge Pat Shelton that she had been hospitalized after being given
this drug earlier in the year. Specifically the documentation from the evidence, a medical paper signed by
a doctor, states A.C. could risk death by using this drug (EVIDENCE #8 PDF LINK 20100912201531
and 20100912175539 ). Nonetheless the C.P.S. insists A.C. must take it or lose her child. Even though
C.P.S. own psychiatrist, Dr. Norma Clarke wrote in a report June 23, 2009 about A.C. “This psychiatrist
does not support or see the need for injections of Hadrol Deconate. Nothing in Ms. Charron’s report or
collateral information suggest a schizophenic diagnosis which would warrant the use of Haldrol Deconate.”
Which is a pretty clear statement. (EVIDENCE #9 PDF FILE 20100912201010pg 9 ).
*
*
*
5.
It is a gross abuse of all that we mean in this country by “innocent until Proven Guilty” when the appeals
record will show, if produced, that A.C. was brought to court and made to say by the judge to the jury
where she had come from and why she had been in jail. A.C. was forced to say that she had been
arrested and charged with stalking & acting retaliatory against the ONLY CPS witness, (EVIDENCE #10
PDF FILES 20100912174738 and 20100912184951 )besides her mother & step-father, M.C.‘s
grandparents, the McDonalds. This is a charge that Joseph La Bella “represented ” her on, did nothing to
discredit witness, nor tried to stop the 6pm curfew on A.C. (a punishment delivered prior to the finding of
guilt – but case was dismissed a year later). Joseph La Bella did nothing to aid the dismissal of the felony
case against (a 41 year-old woman who had never been arrested before nor had any contact with the
world of involuntary mental health alerts). But the C.P.S. witness who testified all day about many
insulting and degrading acts supposedly undertaken by A.C. was actually a witness who had been
reported to the police by A.C. as haven stolen her late father’s songs, as well as other allegations by
others. She was a disgruntled acquaintance of A.C. and certainly not the intimate that C.P.S. presented
her to the jury to be. A.C. vehemently protested, in the courtroom, of her counsel who refused to discredit
this witness.
*
*
*
6.
A.C. right to due process was violated by the shoddy manner that Judge Shelton ran this case. A.C.’s
major distress at the time of the trial was that her witnesses were not allowed proper time and access to
the courtroom nor was A.C. allowed to present a slide show of her child’s home life. For example, A.C.‘s
own therapist of many years who was an elderly woman that had just broken her hip but whom Judge
Shelton refused to allow her telephone testimony. However, the judge did allow the telephone testimony of
the security guard who reported that A.C. had gotten “violent” at a visitation with her daughter, M.C. (upon
learning the news that her child was being babysat by Mrs. McDonald’s step-father who has a criminal
record involving crimes of a sexual nature – EVIDENCE pending). When A.C. demanded the videotapes
of these so-called violent behavior, she was ignored. This was a pattern in this court.
She received inadequate representation from her attorney because he was unable to force Judge Pat
Shelton to accept many items into evidence (such as an ER report showing her allergic reaction to
Halopeidrol, advising her not to take it ever again EVIDENCE # 8 PDF FILES
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20100912201531and 20100912175539 ) nor could she introduce letters of support from this therapist of
her of many years who was surly a witness who knew more about A.C. than anyone else in court – her
testimony is of import (EVIDENCE # 11 20100912180304 and 20100912180322 ).
*
A.C. had criticized this judge to C.P.S. social workers and was allegedly to be heard on a tape-recording
discussing Shelton’s daughter recently received the light sentence of 120 days in jail/8 years probation for
decapitating her boyfriend while driving on Southwest Freeway three times over the legal alcohol limit)
and this should have led to A.C.’s treatment in his court. A.C. does not know if this is true or was merely
one of many scare tactics used by C.P.S.
*
*
*
7.
A.C. is exercising her right under the U.S. Constitution to petition her government, specifically the courts
en banc to request a Court of Inquiry into the specific abuse of Texas Constitution article 30, section 1 “A
crime victim has the right to be treated with fairness and with respect for the victims dignity and privacy
throughout the criminal justice process” .
*
A.C. attempted to report a crime and instead has suffered for it. The original crime that A.C. attempted to
report 3/09 does have some evidence of controlled substances being delivered without her knowledge.
Later on in October, a lawyer friend of A.C. makes a police report against the McDonalds for attempted
murder. (EVIDENCE #12 PDF FILES 20100912174738 police incident at end of this file) No one who
reads of this woman (3000+ readers on FaceBook plus her own website
@http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199 ) can understand how the State of Texas could treat her so
cruelly. Thus it is requested the State call upon Harris County to answer that. Should the minor, M.C.
be injured in the care of Harris County CPS, this evidence in this petition will be recalled by many people,
within and outside the field of Justice.
*
The original incident in March 2009 that led M.C. to be separated from her mother by the staff of St. Luke’s
Hospital also caused A.C. to be thrown into an alarming succession of involuntary mental evaluations (all
of which found her competent enough to be released back into society EVIDENCE #13 PDF FILES
20100912175655 ). A.C. went to the hospital asking to be evaluated for the odd symptoms that she &
her daughter had suffered following a meal with A.C. at a restaurant several weeks earlier. Instead she
finds her daughter taken out of her arms, placed into the care of her mother by the staff of St. Luke’s
hospital then she is committed to an involuntary mental health alert, but rather than this happen in Houston
where she is (at St. Luke’s hospital) and where she resides A.C. is sent to a mental health facility in
Kingwood, Texas – the small community where Dr. McDonald has his oral surgery.
*
A. C.’s child was removed by a nurse under the pretense that she needed her diaper changed. Her child
was given into the care of A.C.’s estranged mother by the hospital staff, instead of A.C.’s paternal
grandmother. At this time, A.C. was not allowed to leave the room and the police were called. At that
point, A.C. asked for a lawyer, but was denied. She was bullied by the police into naming her mother and
step-father as possible suspects, when all she wanted from the hospital – and indeed had been told by
one Dr. Krey to specifically go to St. Luke’s hospital and was asking for only an evaluation of their (A.C. &
M.C.) condition.(EVIDENCE #14 PDF FILES 20100912174810 )
*
From this point in the process, the rights guaranteed A.C. under the Texas Constitution article 30, section
1 “A crime victim has the right to be treated with fairness and with respect for the victims dignity and
privacy throughout the criminal justice process” , from the point she complained to the hospital and told
police that she had, in 2006, obtained a heavy metals screen which showed elevated levels of
(EVIDENCE #15 PDF LINK 20100912180109) Earlier, when leaving her house, A.C. had left the report
accidentally on the kitchen counter. She had a friend go in and retrieve the report. The police had already
committed her to an involuntary medical health “alert” even though they told her in the initial interview if
she could produce said evidence then she would be let go and listened to.
*
At this point, A.C. additionally reported that Christmas 2007, she received a frantic call in which her mother
stated that she was ill & needed her, depressed & might kill herself. A.C. rushed to her mother’s home
and then herself fell very ill for FIVE months. Witnesses to A.C. vanishing for this era (EVIDENCE
#16 20100912200937 ) A.C. reported finding two boxes of the anti-psychotropic drug, Zyprexa in the
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kitchen and suspected it to be the cause of her illness but couldn’t confirm it. She took her child and fled
to a motel. A week later she was feeling normal again, her hair had stopped falling out and she had
stopped vomiting.
*
It was the reporting of this matter to the police that triggered the protection in the Texas Constitution article
30, section 1 “A crime victim has the right to be treated with fairness and with respect for the victims
dignity and privacy throughout the criminal justice process”. Justice in America has come to mean
INNOCENT UNIL PROVEN GUILTY. That must stand true for the reporter of a crime: he or she is
presumed to tell the truth until it is proven that they are lying. Due process must be followed in all
proceedings, followed by all the players, but most especially all government employees that caused the
assumption by Harris County government that she was “delusional”.
There are pharmacy records showing that A.C.’s step-father, Dr. Gary MacDonald (an oral surgeon who
was appointed by Governor Rick Perry to the Texas Board), did prescribe on Dec 30, 2007 the heavy duty
psychiatric drug Thorazine to his step-daughter, A. C. who not his patient nor did he have a case file on
her. The same records show that 6 days earlier, on Christmas Eve, another prescription for Thorazine
was written by Kingwood Forensic Psychiatrist, Dr. Roy, whom A.C had previously seen but certainly did
not see on the night in question, which was Christmas Eve, 2007. (EVIDENCE #17 20100912185203 Dr
McDonald’s & Dr. Roy’s Christmas cocktail for A.C. is on page 22 of 33 …. PDF FILES CVS Pharmacy
drugs for Amy Charron 2000-2009 20100912174710and 20100912185203 ) A.C. remembers this because
it was spent at her mother’s home and it was her infant’s first Christmas. Why would she need Thorazine?
*
In addition, prior to A. C.’s Christmas 2007 “visit”, Dr. MacDonald wrote prescriptions in her name for
Valium & suppositories used for pain after surgery. Furthermore, at the same time as he wrote for
Thorazine, he also wrote, in her name, prescriptions for Vicodan and a muscle relaxant. Jan 12, 2008 Dr.
MacDonald also wrote her a prescription for injectable bacterial antibiotic used to kill Anthrax. A.C. has a
documented auto-immune disease so it is not hard to imagine what this high-powered drug might do to
her already stressed system. Under oath at the jury trial Nov 2009, Dr. MacDonald insists that he never
prescribed A. C. anything more than cold medication.
*
Feb 2008 A.C. was taken by her mother to a Dr. Rosenberg for help. He prescribed what A.C. thought
were sleep aids but were, in fact, more anti-psychotic drugs. In April 2008, A.C.’s mother presented alone
at his office, without an appointment, according to this doctor’s written record, and tearfully described
A.C.’s condition being much worse. This doctor reports that he gave Anita MacDonald samples of the
drug Zyprexa (which A.C. describes as finding two boxes with aproximently a hundred samples in each.
Zyprexa which is described to be administer as a tasteless powder that can be sprinkled on the (mental)
patient’s food when they refuse to take their meds. A.C. left the house in May, yet this doctor describes
A.C.’s mother & step-father meeting with him to discuss her “case” and at this time Dr. Rosenberg
explains, per his written record, step-by-step how to have A.C. admitted to a mental hospital. He also
suggests the drug Haloperidrol as a solution and later on this was prescribed in his name but Dr.
Rosenberg denied under oath having written this prescription. (EVIDENCE #18 PDF FILES
20100912200937 and20100912180340)
******************************************************
**********
CONCLUSION
*
This mother has presented to CPS photos of her child during a visitation (supervised by the CPS), to the
courts, to police and finally to the public through her website @ http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199 .
These photos (attached below EVIDENCE #19 photos) taken the last time A.C. was allowed to see her
daughter M.C. while using an iPhone, there are obvious tri-colored bruise on the child’s back, large welts
(supposed caused by an insect bite and the bruises were the grandmother slapping the wasp said the onscene social worker) but most alarming is the black thumb print above the child’s left buttock. A.C.
angered the on scene social worker, Jennifer Clark by taking these photographs. A.C. has not seen M.C.
again. No one that is friends with A.C. such as her grandmother is allowed to see M.C.
*
If it is true what A.C. alleges, that the step-grandfather in the McDonald household has a predatory police
record and other children were removed from his care for similar concerns as A.C. is having. Indeed, the
very reason that Harris County re-started this case was because of her “violent reaction to this news” that
her step-grandfather had access to her 2 year-old daughter whom CPS had failed to return since the
March incident was ruled out in a document May 18th. By mid-July, A.C. was losing patience with
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everybody. To find out her child was being left alone with a possible predator would cause any decent
parent to have a violent reaction. No one in A.C.’s circle has seen this child in six months. No one is
listening to this mother’s concerns. The State of Texas needs to do a well-child check, to actually go and
ask this child if she is happy or would perhaps like to have access to her mother. Justice is not served if
there is a child who is not truly protected by it. Should the State of Texas find it is conflict to hold a court of
inquiry, then failing that foothold into the Judicial realm, the Federal Government must step in and see to
the needs of one of it’s citizens, a three-year old, M.C. because Harris County certainly isn’t.
****************************************************************************************
*
*
*
*
signed by Amy Charron____________________________________________________________
on______________________________________
***************************************************************************
Request for Court of Inquiry into Texas Laws Broken in case #2009-02754J (court of the Honorable
Judge Pat Shelton)by St. Luke’s Hospital, Harris County Children Protective Services, Houston Police
Dept. and Joseph La Bella*Additionally, A.C. on April 3, 2009 EVIDENCE #4 PDF
FILES 20100912175501 ) signed CPS document stating there is Indian blood in M.C. Cherokee, Osage
Nations which invokes the Indian Child Welfare Act. Did CPS heed the strict federal notifications
requirements per the Fifth District’s ruling in 2000, (In re. Desiree F.) that should the agency AND THE
COURT fail to adhere to the strict federal notification requirements, then the State does not hold
jurisdiction. Have the Nations been notified of this or the Bureau of Indian Affairs. This is a notorious
problem across the nation, many larger states including California even having to organize tutorials for
social workers & their attorneys to teach them the proper procedure regarding the Indian Child Welfare
Act. Did Harris County CPS do so?*A.C. right to due process was violated by the shoddy manner that
Judge Shelton ran this case. A.C.’s major distress at the time of the trial was that her witnesses were not
allowed proper time and access to the courtroom nor was A.C. allowed to present a slide show of her
child’s home life. For example, A.C.‘s own therapist of many years who was an elderly woman that had
just broken her hip but whom Judge Shelton refused to allow her telephone testimony. However, the judge
did allow the telephone testimony of the security guard who reported that A.C. had gotten “violent” at a
visitation with her daughter, M.C. (upon learning the news that her child was being babysat by Mrs.
McDonald’s step-father who has a criminal record involving crimes of a sexual nature – EVIDENCE
pending). When A.C. demanded the videotapes of these so-called violent behavior, she was ignored.
This was a pattern in this court.*It was the reporting of this matter to the police that triggered the
protection in the Texas Constitution article 30, section 1 “A crime victim has the right to be treated with
fairness and with respect for the victims dignity and privacy throughout the criminal justice process”.
Justice in America has come to mean INNOCENT UNIL PROVEN GUILTY. That must stand true for the
reporter of a crime: he or she is presumed to tell the truth until it is proven that they are lying. Due
process must be followed in all proceedings, followed by all the players, but most especially all
government employees that caused the assumption by Harris County government that she was
“delusional”.There are pharmacy records showing that A.C.’s step-father, Dr. Gary MacDonald (an oral
surgeon who was appointed by Governor Rick Perry to the Texas Board), did prescribe on Dec 30, 2007
the heavy duty psychiatric drug Thorazine to his step-daughter, A. C. who not his patient nor did he have a
case file on her. The same records show that 6 days earlier, on Christmas Eve, another prescription for
Thorazine was written by Kingwood Forensic Psychiatrist, Dr. Roy, whom A.C had previously seen but
certainly did not see on the night in question, which was Christmas Eve, 2007. (EVIDENCE #17
20100912185203 Dr McDonald’s & Dr. Roy’s Christmas cocktail for A.C. is on page 22 of 33 …. PDF
FILES CVS Pharmacy drugs for Amy Charron 2000-2009 20100912174710 and 20100912185203 ) A.C.
remembers this because it was spent at her mother’s home and it was her infant’s first Christmas. Why
would she need Thorazine?In addition, prior to A. C.’s Christmas 2007 “visit”, Dr. MacDonald wrote
prescriptions in her name for Valium & suppositories used for pain after surgery. Furthermore, at the
same time as he wrote for Thorazine, he also wrote, in her name, prescriptions for Vicodan and a muscle
relaxant. Jan 12, 2008 Dr. MacDonald also wrote her a prescription for injectable bacterial antibiotic used
to kill Anthrax. A.C. has a documented auto-immune disease so it is not hard to imagine what this highpowered drug might do to her already stressed system. Under oath at the jury trial Nov 2009, Dr.
MacDonald insists that he never prescribed A. C. anything more than cold medication.Feb 2008 A.C. was
taken by her mother to a Dr. Rosenberg for help. He prescribed what A.C. thought were sleep aids but
were, in fact, more anti-psychotic drugs. In April 2008, A.C.’s mother presented alone at his office,
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without an appointment, according to this doctor’s written record, and tearfully described A.C.’s condition
being much worse. This doctor reports that he gave Anita MacDonald samples of the drug Zyprexa
(which A.C. describes as finding two boxes with aproximently a hundred samples in each. Zyprexa
which is described to be administer as a tasteless powder that can be sprinkled on the (mental) patient’s
food when they refuse to take their meds. A.C. left the house in May, yet this doctor describes A.C.’s
mother & step-father meeting with him to discuss her “case” and at this time Dr. Rosenberg explains, per
his written record, step-by-step how to have A.C. admitted to a mental hospital. He also suggests the
drug Haloperidrol as a solution and later on this was prescribed in his name but Dr. Rosenberg denied
under oath having written this prescription. (EVIDENCE #18 PDF FILES
20100912200937and20100912180340)**********************************************************
EVIDENCE LINE
*
*
*
house (EVIDENCE #1 20100912184856)
*
appeals (EVIDENCE #2 PDF 20100912203157and 20100912201531 plus an inadequate appeals brief
from A.C. trial counsel 20100912200728 Harris County reply Aug 26, 201020100918153944)
*
CPS original incident officially ruled out May 18, 2009 (documented/not shown to the jury by counsel
EVIDENCE #3 PDF FILES 20100912175432 )
*
A.C. on April 3, 2009 (EVIDENCE #4 PDF FILES 20100912175501 ) signed CPS document stating
there is Indian blood in M.C. Cherokee, Osage Nations which invokes the Indian Child Welfare Act
*
July 31, 2009 CPS (EVIDENCE #5 PDF FILES 20100912175834 ) sought to terminate A. C.’s parental
rights and did so in November, 2009 on the grounds she would not take said injection Haloperidrol,
therefore she was not in “compliance”.
*
illegal transfer of the child M.C. at the hospital St Luke’s (EVIDENCE #6 PDF FILES 20100912174810
release from the mental health alert 20100912180109)
*
A.C. was in “non-compliance of re-unification plan” by refusing to take a heavy anti-psychotic drug
Haloperidrol that is administered by a monthly injection (EVIDENCE #7 PDF FILE 20100912175834)
*
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medical paper signed by a doctor, states A.C. could risk death by using this drug (EVIDENCE #8 PDF
LINK 20100912201531and 20100912175539 )
*
C.P.S. own psychiatrist, Dr. Norma Clarke wrote in a report June 23, 2009 about A.C. “This psychiatrist
does not support or see the need for injections of Hadrol Deconate. Nothing in Ms. Charron’s report or
collateral information suggest a schizophenic diagnosis which would warrant the use of Haldrol Deconate.”
(EVIDENCE #9 PDF FILE 20100912201010 pg 9 ).
*
A.C. was forced to say that she had been arrested and charged with stalking & acting retaliatory against
the ONLY CPS witness, (EVIDENCE #10 PDF FILES 20100912174738and 20100912184951 )
*
letters of support from this therapist of her of many years who was surly a witness who knew more about
A.C. than anyone else in court – her testimony is of import (EVIDENCE # 11 20100912180304 and
20100912180322 ).
*
The original crime that A.C. attempted to report 3/09 does have some evidence of controlled substances
being delivered without her knowledge. Later on in October, a lawyer friend of A.C. makes a police report
against the McDonalds for attempted murder. (EVIDENCE #12 PDF FILES 20100912174738 police
incident at end of this file)
*
told by one Dr. Krey to specifically go to St. Luke’s hospital and was asking for only an evaluation of their
(A.C. & M.C.) condition.(EVIDENCE #14 PDF FILES 20100912174810 )
*
heavy metals screen which showed elevated levels of (EVIDENCE #15 PDF LINK 20100912180109
*
A.C. rushed to her mother’s home and then herself fell very ill for FIVE months. Witnesses to A.C.
vanishing for this era (EVIDENCE #16 20100912200937
*
There are pharmacy records showing that A.C.’s step-father, Dr. Gary MacDonald (an oral surgeon who
was appointed by Governor Rick Perry to the Texas Board), did prescribe on Dec 30, 2007 the heavy duty
psychiatric drug Thorazine to his step-daughter, A. C. who not his patient nor did he have a case file on
her. The same records show that 6 days earlier, on Christmas Eve, another prescription for Thorazine
was written by Kingwood Forensic Psychiatrist, Dr. Roy, whom A.C had previously seen but certainly did
not see on the night in question, which was Christmas Eve, 2007. (EVIDENCE #17 20100912185203 Dr
McDonald’s & Dr. Roy’s Christmas cocktail for A.C. is on page 22 of 33 …. PDF FILES CVS Pharmacy
drugs for Amy Charron 2000-2009 20100912174710and 20100912185203 )
*
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Feb 2008 A.C. was taken by her mother to a Dr. Rosenberg for help. He prescribed what A.C. thought
were sleep aids but were, in fact, more anti-psychotic drugs. In April 2008, A.C.’s mother presented alone
at his office, without an appointment, according to this doctor’s written record, and tearfully described
A.C.’s condition being much worse. This doctor reports that he gave Anita MacDonald samples of the
drug Zyprexa (which A.C. describes as finding two boxes with aproximently a hundred samples in each.
Zyprexa which is described to be administer as a tasteless powder that can be sprinkled on the (mental)
patient’s food when they refuse to take their meds. A.C. left the house in May, yet this doctor describes
A.C.’s mother & step-father meeting with him to discuss her “case” and at this time Dr. Rosenberg
explains, per his written record, step-by-step how to have A.C. admitted to a mental hospital. He also
suggests the drug Haloperidrol as a solution and later on this was prescribed in his name but Dr.
Rosenberg denied under oath having written this prescription. (EVIDENCE #18 PDF FILES
20100912200937and20100912180340)
*
photos (attached below EVIDENCE #19 photos) taken the last time A.C. was allowed to see her daughter
M.C. while using an iPhone, there are obvious tri-colored bruise on the child’s back, large welts (supposed
caused by an insect bite and the bruises were the grandmother slapping the wasp said the on-scene
social worker) but most alarming is the black thumb print above the child’s left buttock.
*
M.C. before (in A.C. ‘s care)
*
EVIDENCE #19

*
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M.C. (Jan 2009) before

*
*
*
Here is what she looks like after a year in her grandmother’s care.
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took this picture with iPhone

look at the dark circles under her eyes, look at her pallor, the scab on her nose
*
Here are photos taken of WHY this was the last supervised visit between M.C. and A.C. It is of Markel’s
back & diaper area. Supervising social worker said Markel’s grandmother had been swatting a bee, that’s
why the bruise. Markel never had any marks,welts or bruises like this when she was at home. Towards
the end of my visit, my daughter came to me and said almost at a whisper, leaning into my ear “Ouch,
Mommy, ouch” and lifted her dress.
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*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*
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*

*
These I have been shown them to CPS workers, officials, police and even the judge. No one will look at
them.
*
The reason I lost parental rights to my only child, my miracle baby, is because CPS said I acted violent
during the visits — a security guard testified by telephone that I attacked him. CPS video tapes all these
meetings. Why didn’t they show these tapes in court? Why are people so willing to take a social worker’s
word against the parent? A.C. demand that these tapes be produced, especially of this particular visit
because you will see social worker Jenifier Clark laughing when A.C. showed her these bruises and welts
on her baby’s bottom. There was fresh diarrhea on her socks.
*
****************************************************************
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The Original Crime that A.C. attempted to report, which occurred Dec 2007 and to the shame of H.P.D.
and the Harris County Attorney’s office have allowed C.P.S. to hinder the investigation of a crime against
the person of A.C. and quite possibly, the minor, M.C.

*********************************************
*
*
drugs prescribed by Step-father Dr. McDonald: please note the dates … on the stand he said he never
prescribed more than a cold medication for A.C.. 20100912185203 (page 22 of 33)
— on 8/24/07 6 Promethazine Suppositories 50 mg. for allergies, to treat pain after surgery, produce
light sleep, control nausea & vomiting to read about how strong these are, please follow this link
http://www.drugs.com/cdi/promethazine-suppositories.html
— on 11/14/07

20 Diazepam (Valium) 2 mg.

— on 12/21/07
20 Zolpidem Tartrate 10 mg. otherwise known as the potent sleep aid ‘Ambien’ (he
prescribed the higher dosage too) http://www.rxlist.com/ambien-drug.htm
— on 12/21/07

25 Hydrocodone 10/500 (pain med known as Vicodain)

— on 12/21/07 25 Cyclobenzaprine 10 mg. (strong muscle relaxant that blocks nerve impulses to the
brain) http://www.drugs.com/cyclobenzaprine.html
— on 12/24/07 see page 22 of the CVS pharacy records here 20100912185203 Dr P.K. Roy prescribed
the same drug that Dr. (i.e. oral surgeon) Gary MacDonald (step-father) wrote below (a week later)
except Dr. Roy wrote for 14, while wrote for 10 tablets of this drug … that’s a total of 24 tablets for
Christmas 2007
— on 12/30/07

10 Chlorpromazine 25mg.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chlorpromazine

This drug comes with an Important Warning:
Studies have shown that older adults with dementia (a brain disorder that affects the ability to remember,
think clearly, communicate, and perform daily activities and that may cause changes in mood and
personality) who take antipsychotics (medications for mental illness) such as chlorpromazine have an
increased chance of death during treatment.
*
Chlorpromazine is not approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of behavior
problems in older adults with dementia. Talk to the doctor who prescribed this medication if you, a family
member, or someone you care for has dementia and is taking chlorpromazine. For more information, visit
the FDA website:http://www.fda.gov/Drugs
*

Other names
Thorazine®
Chlorpromazine is used to treat the symptoms of schizophrenia (a mental illness that causes disturbed or
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unusual thinking, loss of interest in life, and strong or inappropriate emotions) and other psychotic
disorders (conditions that cause difficulty telling the difference between things or ideas that are real and
things or ideas that are not real) and to treat the symptoms of mania (frenzied, abnormally excited mood)
in people who have bipolar disorder (manic depressive disorder; a condition that causes episodes of
mania, episodes of depression, and other abnormal moods). Chlorpromazine is also used to treat severe
behavior problems such as explosive, aggressive behavior and hyperactivity in children 1-12 years of age.
Chlorpromazine is also used to control nausea and vomiting, to relieve hiccups that have lasted one
month or longer, and to relieve restlessness and nervousness that may occur just before surgery.
Chlorpromazine is also used to treat acute intermittent porphyria (condition in which certain natural
substances build up in the body and cause stomach pain, changes in thinking and behavior, and other
symptoms). Chlorpromazine is also used along with other medications to treat tetanus (a serious infection
that may cause tightening of the muscles, especially the jaw muscle). Chlorpromazine is in a class of
medications called conventional antipsychotics. It works by changing the activity of certain natural
substances in the brain and other parts of the body.

How should this medicine be used?
Chlorpromazine comes as a tablet to take by mouth. Chlorpromazine is usually taken two to four times a
day. When chlorpromazine is used to control nausea and vomiting, it is usually taken every 4-6 hours as
needed. When chlorpromazine is used to relieve nervousness before surgery, it is usually taken 2-3 hours
before surgery. When chlorpromazine is used to relieve hiccups, it is usually taken 3-4 times a day for up
to 3 days or until the hiccups stop. If the hiccups do not stop after 3 days of treatment, a different
medication should be used. If you are taking chlorpromazine on a regular schedule, take it at around the
same times every day. Follow the directions on your prescription label carefully, and ask your doctor or
pharmacist to explain any part you do not understand. Take chlorpromazine exactly as directed. Do not
take more or less of it or take it more often than prescribed by your doctor.
Your doctor may start you on a low dose of chlorpromazine and gradually increase your dose. Your doctor
may decrease your dose once your condition is controlled. Be sure to tell your doctor how you are feeling
during your treatment with chlorpromazine.
If you are taking chlorpromazine to treat schizophrenia or another psychotic disorder, chlorpromazine may
control your symptoms but will not cure your condition. Continue to take chlorpromazine even if you feel
well. Do not stop taking chlorpromazine without talking to your doctor. Your doctor will probably decrease
your dose gradually. If you suddenly stop taking chlorpromazine, you may experience withdrawal
symptoms, such as nausea, vomiting, stomach pain, dizziness, and shakiness.

Other uses for this medicine
This medication may be prescribed for other uses; talk to your doctor or pharmacist for more information.

What special precautions should I follow?
Before taking chlorpromazine,
tell your doctor and pharmacist if you are allergic to chlorpromazine; other phenothiazines such as
fluphenazine, perphenazine, prochlorperazine (Compazine), promethazine (Phenergan), thioridazine,
and trifluoperazine; or any other medications.
tell your doctor and pharmacist what prescription and nonprescription medications, vitamins, nutritional
supplements, and herbal products you are taking or plan to take. Be sure to mention any of the
following: anticoagulants (blood thinners) such as warfarin (Coumadin); antidepressants; antihistamines;
atropine (in Motofen, in Lomotil, in Lonox); barbiturates such as pentobarbital (Nembutal), phenobarbital
(Luminal), and secobarbital (Seconal); cancer chemotherapy; diuretics (water pills); epinephrine
(Epipen); guanethidine (not available in the US); ipratropium (Atrovent); lithium (Eskalith, Lithobid);
medications for anxiety, irritable bowel disease, mental illness, motion sickness, Parkinson’s disease,
ulcers, or urinary problems; medications for seizures such as phenytoin (Dilantin); narcotic medications
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for pain; propranolol (Inderal); sedatives; sleeping pills; and tranquilizers. Your doctor may need to
change the doses of your medications or monitor you carefully for side effects.
tell your doctor if you have or have ever had asthma; emphysema (a lung disease that causes shortness
of breath); an infection in your lungs or bronchial tubes (tubes that bring air to the lungs); glaucoma
(condition in which increased pressure in the eye can lead to gradual loss of vision); breast cancer;
pheochromocytoma (tumor on a small gland near the kidneys); seizures; an abnormal
electroencephalogram (EEG; test that records electrical activity in the brain); any condition that affects
the production of blood cells by your bone marrow; or heart, liver, or kidney disease. Also tell your doctor
if you have ever had to stop taking a medication for mental illness due to severe side effects or if you
plan to work with organophosphorus insecticides (a type of chemical used to kill insects).
if you will be using chlorpromazine to treat nausea and vomiting, it is important to tell your doctor about
any other symptoms you are experiencing, especially listlessness; drowsiness; confusion; aggression;
seizures; headaches; problems with vision, hearing, speech, or balance; stomach pain or cramps; or
constipation. Nausea and vomiting that is experienced along with these symptoms may be a sign of a
more serious condition that should not be treated with chlorpromazine.
tell your doctor if you are pregnant, plan to become pregnant, or are breast-feeding. If you become
pregnant while taking chlorpromazine, call your doctor.
if you are having surgery, including dental surgery, tell the doctor or dentist that you are taking
chlorpromazine.
if you are having a myelogram (x-ray examination of the spine), tell your doctor and the radiographer
that you are taking chlorpromazine. Your doctor will probably tell you not to take chlorpromazine for 2
days before the myelogram and for one day after the myelogram.
you should know that this medication may make you drowsy and may affect your thinking and
movements. Do not drive a car or operate machinery until you know how this medication affects you.
ask your doctor about the safe use of alcohol during your treatment with chlorpromazine. Alcohol can
make the side effects of chlorpromazine worse.
plan to avoid unnecessary or prolonged exposure to sunlight and to wear protective clothing,
sunglasses, and sunscreen. Chlorpromazine may make your skin sensitive to sunlight.
you should know that chlorpromazine may cause dizziness, lightheadedness, fast heartbeat, and
fainting, especially when you get up too quickly from a lying position. This is most common at the
beginning of treatment with chlorpromazine, especially after the first dose. To avoid this problem, get out
of bed slowly, resting your feet on the floor for a few minutes before standing up.
you should know that chlorpromazine may make it harder for your body to cool down when it gets very
hot. Tell your doctor if you plan to do vigorous exercise or be exposed to extreme heat.

.
What side effects can this medication cause?
Chlorpromazine may cause side effects. Tell your doctor if any of these symptoms are severe or do not go
away:
drowsiness
blank facial expression
shuffling walk
restlessness
agitation
nervousness
unusual, slowed, or uncontrollable movements of any part of the body
difficulty falling asleep or staying asleep
increased appetite
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weight gain
breast milk production
breast enlargement
missed menstrual periods
decreased sexual ability
changes in skin color
dry mouth
stuffed nose
difficulty urinating
widening or narrowing of the pupils (black circles in the middle of the eyes)
Some side effects can be serious. If you experience any of the following symptoms, call your doctor
immediately:
fever
muscle stiffness
confusion
fast or irregular heartbeat
sweating
yellowing of the skin or eyes
flu-like symptoms
sore throat, chills, and other signs of infection
unusual bleeding or bruising
neck cramps
tongue that sticks out of the mouth
tightness in the throat
difficulty breathing or swallowing
fine, worm-like tongue movements
uncontrollable, rhythmic face, mouth, or jaw movements
seizures
blisters
rash
hives
itching
swelling of the eyes, face, mouth, lips, tongue, throat, arms, hands, feet, ankles, or lower legs
vision loss, especially at night
seeing everything with a brown tint
If you experience a serious side effect, you or your doctor may send a report to the Food and Drug
Administration’s (FDA) MedWatch Adverse Event Reporting program online
[athttp://www.fda.gov/Safety/MedWatch] or by phone [1-800-332-1088].
Chlorpromazine may cause other side effects. Call your doctor if you have any unusual problems while
you are taking this medication.

.
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Symptoms of overdose may include:
sleepiness
loss of consciousness
unusual, slowed, or uncontrollable movements of any part of the body
agitation
restlessness
fever
seizures
dry mouth
irregular heartbeat

What other information should I know?
Keep all appointments with your doctor and your eye doctor. You should have regularly scheduled eye
exams during your treatment with chlorpromazine because chlorpromazine may cause eye disease.
Before having any laboratory test, tell your doctor and the laboratory personnel that you are taking
chlorpromazine.
Chlorpromazine may interfere with the results of home pregnancy tests. Talk to your doctor if you think you
might be pregnant during your treatment with chlorpromazine.

**********************************************
WHY IS AN ORAL SURGEON PRESCRIBING

Thorazine TO ANYBODY? Or any of the drugs below?

*
*
— on 1/12/08 10 Levaquin 500mg. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0000129an
injection that treats bacterial infections but look at the side effects & warnings of this drug:
Levofloxacin injection is used to treat infections such as pneumonia; chronic bronchitis; and sinus, urinary
tract, kidney, prostate (a male reproductive gland), and skin infections. Levofloxacin injection is also used
to prevent anthrax (a serious infection that may be spread on purpose as part of a bioterror attack) in
people who may have been exposed to anthrax germs in the air. Levofloxacin injection is in a class of
antibiotics called fluoroquinolones. It works by killing bacteria that cause infections. Antibiotics will not work
for colds, flu, or other viral infections.

What side effects can this medication cause?
Levofloxacin injection may cause side effects. Tell your doctor if any of these symptoms are severe or do
not go away:
nausea
vomiting
stomach pain
constipation
heartburn
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diarrhea
headache
vaginal itching and/or discharge
irritation, pain, tenderness, redness, warmth, or swelling at the injection spot
Some side effects can be serious. If you experience any of these symptoms, or those mentioned in the
IMPORTANT WARNING section, stop using levofloxacin injection, and call your doctor immediately:
severe diarrhea (watery or bloody stools) that may occur with or without fever and stomach cramps
(may occur up to 2 months or more after your treatment)
rash or blisters
hives
itching
tingling or swelling of the face, neck, throat, tongue, lips, eyes, hands, feet, ankles, or lower legs
difficulty breathing or swallowing
hoarseness or throat tightness
fainting
rapid, irregular, or pounding heartbeat
chest pain
joint or muscle pain
fever
unusual bruising or bleeding
extreme tiredness
lack of energy
loss of appetite
pain in the upper right part of the stomach
yellowing of the skin or eyes
dark urine
pale stools
flu-like symptoms
seizures
dizziness
confusion
nervousness
restlessness
anxiety
not trusting others or feeling that others want to hurt you
difficulty falling asleep or staying asleep
nightmares or abnormal dreams
hallucinations (seeing things or hearing voices that do not exist)
depression
thoughts about dying or killing yourself
uncontrollable shaking of a part of the body
pain, burning, tingling, numbness, and/or weakness in a part of the body
**************************************************************
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Again, why is this being prescribed by an oral surgeon for a family member?But let’s re-cap shall we, in
the time leading up to and during my “visit” of Dec 15, 2007 my step-father Gary MacDonald prescribed
me: #1) suppositories that produce a light sleep/ relieve pain after surgery/ relieve allergies/ combat
nausea … #2) Valium … #3) muscle relaxants … #4) Vicodain … #5) Ambien … #6) Thorazine (a
Dr. P.K. Sanroy had prescribed 14 Thorazine tablets on 12/24/07 Christmas eve a week before my stepdad had prescribed me another 10 tablets of THORAZINE – – – hello, who needs Thorazine for
Christmas???) …and then #7) 10 ampules of an injection that is used to kill Anthrax
**********************************
March 26, 2008 … a legal memo (Oct 12 2009) from Victim’s Assist:
that Amy’s mom going alone
without appt to Amy’s dr. and tearfully convincing him to change her treatment … phone record (26 March
08) of Amy’s mom calling Dr. Rosenberg … March 31 2008 doctor’s files of this solo visit from Anita
MacDonald and the changes made to Amy’s meds via her mother 20100912180340additionally on May28,
2008, the mother/step-father/grandmother meet with Dr. Rosenberg who tells them step-by-step how to
get Amy committed though it would be best to give her an injection of Haloperidol (which did come to be
prescribed by Dr. Rosenburg though he swore under other he did not write it for A.C.
3/31/08 This doctor GAVE my mother samples of Zyprexa (Olamzapine)
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0000161 I found them and confronted her with them
Olanzapine is used to treat the symptoms of schizophrenia (a mental illness that causes disturbed or
unusual thinking, loss of interest in life, and strong or inappropriate emotions) in adults and teenagers 13
years of age and older. It is also used to treat bipolar disorder (manic depressive disorder; a disease that
causes episodes of depression, episodes of mania, and other abnormal moods) in adults and teenagers
13 years of age and older.Olanzapine is in a class of medications called atypical antipsychotics. It works
by changing the activity of certain natural substances in the brain.
*
He had prescribed: 2/20/08 Lyrica for pain of the nerve endings
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0000327
2/23/08 Seroquel (Quetiapine) http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0001030Quetiapine
tablets and extended-release (long-acting) tablets are used to treat the symptoms of schizophrenia
3/11/08 Trazodine http://www.drugs.com/trazodone.html anti-depressant
*
28 May 08 Dr. Rosenberg again met with my mother, step-father & grandmother at their request. It is of
note that this doctor also gave my detailed instructions on how to have me committed. He also wrote
“your best bet will be for Amy to take the 4wk Halodrol ( 20100912180340 )
*
But in late May 2008 … A.C. took M.C. and got away, staying at a La Quinta Inn for several days
********************************************************************
6/05/08 20100912185147 proof that Dr Rosenberg wrote a prescription for me for Holoperdriol
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/druginfo/meds/a682180.html
and Benztropine (helps blunt the side effects of anti-psychotic drugs) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
But why? A.C. had already fled.
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***************************************************
Another drug Dr. McDonald prescribed A.C. even though A.C. claims she was nowhere near him at this
point.
Clarithromycin 500mg.

7/2/08

Some side effects can be serious. If you experience any of the following symptoms, call your doctor
immediately:
rash
hives
itching
swelling of the face, throat, tongue, lips, eyes, hands, feet, ankles, or lower legs
difficulty breathing or swallowing
hoarseness
blisters or red splotches on skin
fever
yellowing of the skin or eyes
unusual bruising or bleeding
pain in the upper right part of the stomach
lack of energy
flu-like symptoms
fast, pounding, or irregular heartbeat
Clarithromycin may cause other side effects. Call your doctor if you have any unusual problems while
taking this medication.
********************************************************************************
**
********************************************************************************
BELOW ARE PHOTOS TAKEN OF AMY & MARKEL mid January 2009 (this A.C. had that sent her to
hospital)
photos show with “weeping rashes” and shiny damaged skin, extreme puffiness, and hair loss
Amy gave permission to CPS to investigate her suspicion of drugging – no doubt these photos weren’t
included 20100912201923
.
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Amy’s cheek & eye area
.
.
.
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Markel Charron
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Now going back to what Dr. McDonald had to say about the only drug he ever prescribed to A.C.: cold
medication. He testified under oath during the trial to terminate A.C. parental right to M.C. Please look at
the list below from the CVS Pharmacy List of exactly what Dr. Gary MacDonald prescribed to A.C. PRIOR
to Dec 2008.
*
Vicodain prescribed on these dates: 1/23/02 … 9/4/02 … 10/14/02 … 4/06/03 … 6/09/03 … 6/29/03
… 6/29/05 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0000014
Hydrocodone may cause side effects. Tell your doctor if any of these symptoms are severe or do not go
away:
vomiting
constipation
drowsiness
dizziness
lightheadedness
fuzzy thinking
anxiety
abnormally happy or abnormally sad mood
dry throat
difficulty urinating
rash
itching
narrowing of the pupils (black circles in the center of the eyes)
Some side effects can be serious. If you experience any of these symptoms, call your doctor immediately:
slowed or irregular breathing
chest tightness
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*
Cephaexin 6/29/05 … 2/15/06 … 2/14/07 http://www.drugs.com/cephalexin.html a bacterial antibiotic
on this link one of the side effects of this drug is confusion, agitation, hallucinations (seeing things that are
not there)
http://www.drugs.com/cephalexin.html#ixzz10nV83H6s
*
Doxycycline 500mg 4/20/03 … 4/23/03 … 7/08/03 … 12/05/03 … 2/15/06 another bacterial antibiotic
strong enough to treat anthrax http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0000563
*
Merepidrone

2/14/03 aka Demerol http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pethidine

*
Biaxin 12/24/01 … 10/14/02 … 1/10/03 … 5/14/04 … another bacterial infection treatment
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0000901 please note these side effects (lifted from this
link)
this is also the same drug as Clarithromycin 500mg. that he prescribed 7/2/08
Some side effects can be serious. If you experience any of the following symptoms, call your doctor
immediately:
rash
hives
itching
swelling of the face, throat, tongue, lips, eyes, hands, feet, ankles, or lower legs
difficulty breathing or swallowing
hoarseness
blisters or red splotches on skin
fever
yellowing of the skin or eyes
unusual bruising or bleeding
pain in the upper right part of the stomach
lack of energy
flu-like symptoms
fast, pounding, or irregular heartbeat
Clarithromycin may cause other side effects. Call your doctor if you have any unusual problems while
taking this medication.
Now go back and look at the photos in the EVIDENCE chapter:
http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199/evidence
*
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Arthrotec 12/05/03 mild anti-inflammatory med.
http://www.medicinenet.com/diclofenac_and_misoprostol/article.htm
*
Azithromycin 250 mg (6)
7/31/07 another very strong bacterial antibotic used to treat Lyme disease
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0001009
*
Tamiflu 12/24/01
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0001054 please note one of the sideeffects of this drug you should know that people, especially children and teenagers, who have the flu may
become confused, agitated, or anxious, and may behave strangely, have seizures or hallucinate (see
things or hear voices that do not exist), or harm or kill themselves. You or your child may develop these
symptoms whether or not you or your child uses oseltamivir, and the symptoms may begin shortly after
starting treatment if you do use the medication. If your child has the flu, you should watch his or her
behavior very carefully and call the doctor right away if he or she becomes confused or behaves
abnormally. If you have the flu, you, your family, or your caregiver should call the doctor right away if you
become confused, behave abnormally, or think about harming yourself.
*
Fluocinonide cream 12/24/01
cream.html

a steriod based cream

http://www.drugs.com/pro/fluocinonide-

*
Prednison 4/24/2000 a steriod based anti-inflammatory http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prednisonenote
one of the side effects: mental confusion …. …. ….(in 1997, A.C ‘s mother/step-father had her
hospitalized but the diagnosis was steriod psychosis; A.C. had been receiving injections from the family
dr. of numerous, high amounts of steriods for the unexplained rashes)
*************************************************
********************************************************
Federal laws state “every effort must be made to keep the child in the home (RCW 74.14A.020., RCW
26.44.063,RCW 13.34.060,Finding — 1999 c 17: “The legislature has found that any intervention into the
life of a child is also an intervention in the life of the parent, guardian, or legal custodian, and that the bond
between child and parent is a critical element of child development. The legislature now also finds that
children who cannot be with their parents, guardians, or legal custodians are best cared for, whenever
possible and appropriate by family members with whom they have a relationship. This is particularly
important when a child cannot be in the care of a parent, guardian, or legal custodian as a result of a court
intervention.” [1999 c 17 § 1.]
*

*******************************
completed Feb 24th and ALSO a request for re-hearing
*
APPELLANT, to respectfully ask this Court to allow her to remove
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her attorney of record Walter Mahoney. Throughout this case, obtaining the recorded record has been
impossible for the appellant, a formerly middle-class single mother who has gone bankrupt paying for
lawyers to save her child. During the inception of a wrongful foreclosure case (lost home Dec 16,
2010), the attorney in that case produced 87 pages of testimony of the aforementioned sole CPS
witness and Walter Mahoney, an attorney increasingly difficult to work with as this case proceeded,
refuses to even examine the testimony transcripts for points that would support this proceeding. He
said they doesn’t matter. Just like he said the Harris County CPS violation of the Indian Child Welfare
Act notification requirements don’t matter.
POINT OF AUTHORITY
Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (ICWA or the Act). (25 U.S.C. § 1901 et seq.)
The ICWA mandates the method by which notice must be given (25 U.S.C. § 1912(a)), as does
rule 1439(f) (1); state courts have no jurisdiction to proceed with dependency proceedings
involving a possible Indian child until a period of at least 10 days after the receipt of such notice.
The notice requirement is not satisfied unless there is strict adherence to the federal statute;
speaking with various members of the tribe in an attempt to determine the minor’s status does
not satisfy the notice requirement. The ICWA states: “In any State court proceeding for the
foster care placement of, or termination of parental rights to, an Indian child, the Indian
custodian of the child and the Indian child’s tribe shall have a right to intervene at any point in
the proceeding.” (25 U.S.C. § 1911(c), italics added.) title 25 United States Code sections 1911 and
1912, in the ICWA apply to “all proceedings under section 300 et seq., including detention
hearings, jurisdiction hearings, disposition hearings, reviews, hearings under section 366.26, and
subsequent hearings affecting the status of the Indian child.” To ensure a tribe’s right to
intervene, the ICWA requires “where the court knows or has reason to know that an Indian child
is involved,” the party seeking termination of parental rights must, in relevant part, notify the
Indian child’s tribe of the pending proceedings and its right to intervene. (25 U.S.C. § 1912(a); see
also Adoption of Lindsay C.(1991) The requisite notice to the tribe serves a twofold purpose: (1)
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it enables the tribe to investigate and determine whether the minor is an Indian child; and (2) it
advises the tribe of the pending proceedings and its right to intervene or assume tribal
jurisdiction. (In re Pedro N. (1995) A determination of tribal membership is made on an
individual basis, and blood quantum is not determinative. The Tribe’s decision that a child is or is
not a member, or eligible to be a member, is determinative. (Rule 1439(g)(1).) The juvenile court
and the county welfare department have an affirmative duty to inquire whether the child subject
to the dependency petition is or may be an Indian child. (Rule 1439(d).) Enrollment is not
required in order to be considered a member of a tribe; many tribes do not have written rolls.
(Guidelines for State Courts, Indian Child Custody Proceedings, 44 Fed. Reg. 67584, 67586 (Nov.
26, 1979) (Guidelines).) While enrollment can be one means of establishing membership, it is not
the only means, nor is it determinative. (United States v. Broncheau (9th Cir.1979) 597 F.2d 1260,
1263.) The Indian status of the child need not be certain to invoke the notice requirement. )
Because the question of membership rests with each Indian tribe, when the juvenile court knows
or has reason to believe the child may be an Indian child, notice must be given to the particular
tribe in question or the Secretary. (25 U.S.C. § 1912(a); therefore, it was actually the duty of the
County Department of Social Services to notify the Tribe or the Secretary of the filing of the
petition by registered mail, return receipt requested. (25 U.S.C. § 1912(a).) In accordance with
the ICWA (25 U.S.C. § 1912(a)), all proceedings should have been suspended until a minimum of
10 days after the Tribe received the notice. The failure to provide the necessary notice requires
this court to invalidate actions taken in violation of the ICWA and remand the case unless the
tribe has participated in or expressly indicated no interest in the proceedings. (Ibid.) Unless one
of these exceptions applies, the failure to comply with title 25 United States Code section 1912(a)
constitutes prejudicial error.
How can anything that shows error in what Mahoney himself in an earlier brief calls the death penalty
of family law, a parental termination case, not matter. During a CPS-supervised meeting, this child told
her mother about abuse in the care of her grandmother and step-grandfather. It was secretly-recorded
and was released on the Internet last month. This mother secretly took colour photos of the bruises on
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her child’s back and bottom. These are on the Internet. And they will stay there because they have
been archived with a Museum site. No matter what happens to the “former” mother (as the the
Appellees’ attorney puts it so eloquently), one day this child will look herself up on the Internet like all
people do. And she see that her “real” mother and the authorities and the public knew that she was
being abused. And that her mother had been arrested on false charges filed by a known liar during the
custody trial. How barbaric. There are no other words for it. This child told her mother, the one person
she trusted the most, that she was being hurt in her grandmother’s home. Then she never saw her again.
This child will walk through life damaged in a way that it is the duty of this court to prevent. She’s
going to think about everything that she suffered from the minute she was taken away from her mother
by Harris County, things only she could know because they happened to her and it didn’t have to be this
way because there was nothing wrong with her real home. And she is going to sue the pants off this
State and every judge who reads this brief. What is she going to win on? One simple thing: at the age
of two & half, barely verbal, she told her mother about being hurt in her grandmother’s home, she’s
going to look on the Internet and hear herself say “He is hitting me on my headie at home.” She is
going to see photos of her own body bruised, her own eyes foggy and empty. She is going to see how
different she looked in her mother’s care, how happy she was. And she is going to remember
everything that happened to her. Things that have barely begun in 2010. And that young woman, who
is only 3 today, she is going to get a lawyer. She has standing. Because of what she suffered
needlessly, from 2011 to 2024 because the Courts, the authorities and the public looked the other way.
They better start writing legislature now to prevent her from raiding the coffers of the State of Texas
because this girl has every possible proof of abuse during an miscarriage of justice, her mother’s only
parental crime was attempting report that her powerful step-father, a man who is a governmental
appointee, who had prescribed her mother powerful drugs when she was an infant. Appellant agrees
with her former attorney that a parental rights termination is indeed the death row of Family Law court
and in that awareness, pleads with this court for the opportunity to proceed with the partial record she
had obtained only recently on Nov 29, 2010. Again and again, as stated in the Appellee’s most recent
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brief, Walter Mahoney has failed to provide adequate briefs for this court.
*
**************************************************
MOTION FOR RE-HEARING
No. #14-09-01006-CV
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS
_________________________________
IN THE INTEREST OF M.L.C., a child
__________________________________
MOTION FOR RE-HEARING
___________________________________
TRIAL COURT CASE NUMBER 2009-02754J
Trial Court: 313th Judicial District Court
Harris County , Texas
The Honorable Pat Shelton, Presiding Judge
___________________________________
Amy Charron
pro se
HERE COMES APPELLANT Amy Charron, to respectfully ask this court to grant her a rehearing of this matter of the illegal termination of her parental rights to M.C.
her only child, a child that she was told she could never even conceive. M.C. is a
miracle child and because the termination of parental rights is such that it is the
‘death penalty’ in family law, appellant begs the court to give her evidence it’s
day in court. This entire case was won by Harris County’s hearsay and innuendo.
If the Court would please ask itself this one simple question before ignoring this
mother’s heartfelt plea: she was arrested in the middle of this trial as the trial
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record will show, for retaliation on the CPS witness. Appellant had called witness
on the telephone to ask why she was even involved in this case as they were mere
acquaintances. Yet in front of the jury (who was poised to make such a lifealtering decision as who should raise M.C.) Harris County Attorney asked the
appellant from where was she coming after she had spent a grueling night in jail.
This was the first time in appellant’s 41 years that she had ever been arrested.
When she hesitated answering this legally-obscene question (after all, she had only
been arrested, not tried or sentenced yet – – – and a year later the charges would
be dropped) Judge Pat Sheldon made her answer. Of course her answer swayed the
jury and is grounds for a mistrial. This same judge is now in the media on
several CPS cases where he is being accused of not following procedure. Harris
County sought and got the termination of this woman’s most basic human right on the
basis of her refusal to take the monthly injection of Halodrol, a drug that she has
documentation nearly killed her. Even the psychiatrist that CPS hired felt it
wasn’t needed and wrote a letter saying she would have nothing to do with the
filing of it. This is a failure of due process.
Since the Courts of Texas will not allow this mother to show her evidence and to
remedy this failure of due process, appellant will hold it up and show it on a CPS
Reality Show she is co-producing and will continue this exposure with the
publication of her book DISTURBED: How My Own Mother & Step-Father (appointed by
Governor Rick Perry) Committed Crimes and the State of Texas Helped Them.
Appellant will now file charges of Title 42 section 1983 abuses in federal court
and requests the oral record of this case now be made available to her.
Respectfully,
_______________________________
Amy Charron
****************************
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FROM THE INTERNET:
Case Information:
Case Number: 14-09-01006-CV
Date Filed: 11/24/2009
Style: In the Interest of M.L.C., a Child
v.:
Original Proceeding: No
Transferred From:
Transfer In Date:
Transfer Case No:
Transferred To:
Transfer Out Date:
Trial Court Information:
Trial Court: 313th District Court
Trial Court Judge: PATRICK SCOTT SHELTON
Trial Court Case #: 2009-02754J
Trial Court Reporter: Karyn D. Hobbs & Jill Bartek, Janice Jones
Punishment:
Parties:
Party Party Type
Charron, Amy Appellant
Texas Department of Protective and Regulatory Services Appellee
Case Events:
Date Event Type Description
2/28/2011 Motion for extension of time to file petition for review filed in Supreme Court
2/25/2011 Mandate issued Civil
2/25/2011 Case stored
2/24/2011 Mandate due to be issued
1/31/2011 Petition for review was not filed
1/31/2011 Petition for review due in Supreme Court
1/20/2011 Motion disposed Pro Se
12/31/2010 Motion for rehearing due
12/31/2010 Motion for rehearing was not filed
12/30/2010 Motion filed Pro Se
12/16/2010 Memorandum opinion issued
12/14/2010 Submitted
11/19/2010 Set for submission on briefs
8/30/2010 Appellees brief due
8/26/2010 Brief filed – oral argument requested Appellee
8/26/2010 Case ready to be set
8/12/2010 Letter filed
8/10/2010 Brief filed – oral argument requested Appellant
7/29/2010 Motion for extension of time to file record disposed Appellant
7/7/2010 Opposition filed Appellee
6/22/2010 Motion for extension of time to file record filed Appellant
6/21/2010 Response due
6/10/2010 Motion to withdraw attorney disposed Appellant
5/28/2010 Motion to withdraw attorney filed Ad Litem
5/20/2010 Motion disposed Appellant
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5/10/2010 Motion filed Appellant
5/10/2010 Response due
4/15/2010 Motion disposed Appellant
4/12/2010 Supplemental clerks record filed
4/12/2010 Motion filed Appellant
4/9/2010 Supplemental clerks record due
4/5/2010 Reporters record due
3/25/2010 Order entered
3/18/2010 Motion disposed Appellant
3/12/2010 Motion filed Appellant
3/12/2010 Clerks record filed Appellant
3/12/2010 Motion filed Appellant
3/12/2010 Response due Appellant
3/5/2010 Clerks record due
2/25/2010 Motion disposed Appellee
2/25/2010 Extension of time to file reporters record disposed Court Reporter
2/25/2010 Order entered
2/25/2010 Case reinstated
2/24/2010 Response filed Appellant
2/24/2010 Response due Appellant
2/17/2010 Response requested by the court
2/11/2010 Extension of time to file reporters record filed Court Reporter
2/9/2010 Motion to stay filed Appellee
2/4/2010 Order issued
2/3/2010 Clerks record due
2/3/2010 Reporters record due
1/28/2010 Letter filed Court Reporter
1/19/2010 No reporters record filed in civil case
1/19/2010 No clerks record filed in civil case
1/15/2010 Brief received – oral argument requested Appellant
1/11/2010 Reporters record due
1/11/2010 Mediation docketing statement returned Appellee
1/11/2010 Record due
1/11/2010 Clerks record due
12/21/2009 Docketing statement filed Appellant
12/16/2009 Reporters record filed Appellant
12/15/2009 Letter filed Court Reporter
12/15/2009 Docketing statement due Appellant
12/11/2009 Notice of appeal filed in court of appeals
11/30/2009 Court fee due Appellant
11/30/2009 Court reporters information sheet sent Court Reporter
11/30/2009 Letter issued by the court Both parties
11/30/2009 Letter issued by the court Court Reporter
11/24/2009 Notice of appeal filed in court of appeals
11/24/2009 Case began in court of appeals
11/23/2009 Notice of appeal filed in trial court
11/12/2009 Judgment signed by trial court judge
*******************************
*
this product of ghost-writing is not a substitute for the advice of an attorney
17 U.S.C. § 201(a). In the case of a work made for hire, the employer or other person for whom the work
was prepared is considered the author and, unless the parties have expressly agreed otherwise in a
written instrument signed by them, owns all of the rights in the copyright. 17 U.S.C. § 201(b)
*******************************************
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Background summary provided for wrongful foreclosure ghost-writing lawyer who added caselaw
37. Plaintiff had been approved for a modification loan on Sept 30, 2009 (Exhibit #1) and on Nov. 29, 2010
lost an appeal in County Court Law No. 1 (Judge Cagle) on the Forcible Detainer (won Aug 10, 2010 in
Judge Yeoman’s court). Eviction is set for Dec. 15, 2010. Judge Cagle allowed extra time to permit Plaintiff
to file this brief presented there in the proper court.
38. Plaintiff had proven hardship (losing her child in a protracted custody battle to her own mother and a
documented auto-immune disease), Plaintiff was in jail at the time these papers were left outside her
home, on a no-bail charge of harassing a witness in a parental termination case.
39. Plaintiff was jailed 22 days end of Feb. 2010. A year later these charges would be lowered to
misdemeanor (Exhibit #2). Defendant did not adhere to the forbearance agreement by failing to secure
Plaintiff’s signature and the Plaintiff’s numerous and documented attempts (Exhibit #3) to do so were
ignored by Defendant Wells Fargo. All her frantic attempts to get the document served again once she
was released from jail fell on deaf ears. The modification loan and Plaintiffs bundle of documents (Exhibit
#3) were examined on May 3, 2010 but were deemed insufficient because the documents did not contain
Plaintiff’s full proof of income, full bank statements (Plaintiff gave her bank statements but had whited-out
to whom her payments went out to, because of the court litigation over her parental rights case, but
leaving the income showing, even highlighting from whom it came in from; however the bank deemed that
incorrect) This second bundle of documents was deemed insufficient and the property was sold on May 4,
2010. Plaintiff was still faxing and signing documents for the bank May 13 & the property had been sold,
show some sort of malice on part of the Defendant Wells Fargo. Evidence of the bank’s action is
presented through this letter sent to Plaintiff on May 10, 2010 (Exhibit #4) in which Defendant explains the
logic in denying the Plaintiff’s modification.
40. However, the failure to sign the modification that plaintiff had already been approved for prior to her
jailing is not the primary reason this was a wrongful foreclosure. Almost $5000 was deposited in an escrow
account which the bank still has (see Exhibit #4) in which the bank explains it’s logic in first, not applying
the 2 refunds of $1356.04 + $1358.43 = $2714.48 almost two payments right there at the same time
Plaintiff was slipping into hardship (Mar 2009 and April 2009) during which time Plaintiff lost custody of her
child due to under-handed methods employed by her mother and Harris county (under appeal at the
present time Exhibit #5) .Why shouldn’t Defendant Wells Fargo have applied this unexpected windfall
refund back to the mortgage loan? Not only would this money have been enough to keep plaintiff from
slipping into arrears at a time of deep emotional tragedy, the loss of her child, as well as documented
illness, the additional amount of $ 1633.64 (the first payment required by
the hardship trial loan period of the federal program HAMP) was taken by Defendant and added to the
“unapplied funds account”. A total of $4851.29 remains in the escrow until a few days ago, after losing the
appeals in Judge Cagle’s court, there was near-simultaneous notice that this money was now going to
Plaintiff’s account. If applied to this loan at time when it began to be overdue, these refunds from Harris
County, these two payments were very nearly what were needed to stay current at a time when Plaintiff’s
world was falling apart. Then another plain full-on attempt by plaintiff to re-start her financial health, a
payment into the HAMP modification program was sent off into the”unapplied funds account” Defendant
Wells Fargo states plainly that due to her failure to comply w/income verification and a signature, it will not
refund her the two Harris County refunds nor her 1st HAMP payment & they will not refund the money, as
stated in the letter dated May 10, 2010 (Exhibit #4). Plaintiff will present Exhibit (#6) showing she
repeatedly told Wells Fargo to apply this amount to her loan as she began to slip behind. This hardship
was approved as basis for modification 9/09.
41. Throughout this case, Plaintiff’s support system, her wealthy grandmother and also her ex- husband,
have repeatedly offered to bring the arrears up to date and Wells Fargo has refused. This is illogical. Why
did Wells Fargo not want their money? It’s a bank. (Exhibit #7)
42. Then the matter of the third defendant, Joseph La Bella, who had legally acted as plaintiff’s (second)
attorney in aforementioned criminal case of harassment. However he took it upon himself to act as her
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attorney in this wrongful foreclosure case. At no time did the Plaintiff hire Defendant or even discuss hiring
him to represent her in this case. Plaintiff is filing at the Bar Association to back-up her outrage at this
Defendant’s behavior. Plaintiff submits the numerous pieces of mail being sent to his office by the
defendants regarding this wrongful foreclosure (Exhibit #8). Defendant appeared before Judge Cagle’s
court Oct. 28, 2010 in order to remove him from the case once and for all. Plaintiff represented herself in
Judge Yeoman’s court Aug 10, 2010 and won. Defendant Federal Mortgage Loan immediately appealed it
and Judge Cagle ruled in their favor Nov 29, 2010. Plaintiff brings Exhibit that she had to represent herself
in the trial of Aug 10, 2010, the one that defendant Joseph La Bella and Defendant Jack O’Boyle had
arranged (Exhibit #9) from June through Aug, 2010 without her knowledge or notification.
43. Exhibit #10 is a print-out of plaintiff’s FaceBook journal for Aug. 8 – 11, 2010 and it specifically states
when the Plaintiff began to represent herself and that Joseph La Bella was a ‘no-show”. Regarding the
admissibility of a print-out of an electronic journal, Texas Rules of Evidence, Rule 1001: “ For purposes of
this article the following definitions are applicable: (c) Original. An ‘original’ of a writing or recording is the
writing or recording itself or any counterpart intended to have the same effect by a person executing or
issuing it. An “original” of a photograph includes the negative or any print there from. If data are stored in a
computer or similar device, any printout or other output readable by sight, shown to reflect the data
accurately, is an ‘original.’”Seethe Texas Courts website: http://www.courts.state.tx.us/publicinfo/TRE/tre
98.htm#RULE1001. Printouts of websites should be treated as originals, which can be used to establish
the content of the websites at a particular time, if a proper foundation can be laid that they accurately
reflect the content of the website at the time the printout was made. This is admissible evidence because
FaceBook is a dated (electronic) journal and the dates cannot be altered, and there is more than one
declaration by the plaintiff that she is now self-represented and furthermore “won”, in Judge Yeoman’s
court.
44. Defendant O’Boyle already knows La Bella is absolutely not Plaintiff’s counsel on record when (Exhibit
#11) Defendant Travis Gray for Jack O’Boyle
emails Defendant Joseph La Bella on Oct 5,2010 @ 12:26 pm to tell him Plaintiff’s business “that the
quote for re-instatement had indeed already been sent
to him from Barrett, Daffin, Frappier, Turner & Engel, LLP for the property @ 9227 Rouge Circle…Can you
confirm this quote was received and also, if you
are still representing Ms. Charron in this matter.” La Bella responds 9 minutes later with “Yes and yes. Her
grandmother in Florida got the quotes mailed to
her and we are waiting to get the full funding. Can we re-set the court date pending that?”
45. Defendant Travis Gray for Jack O’Boyle emails back agreeing to that and suggesting a date, Oct 10,
2010 at 12:37 pm to which La Bella replies @ 12:41 pm that “I am in a process with my wife at M.D.
Anderson and time-wise for me would be better the week of 18th. The following day, Oct. 6th @ 3:09 pm,
Defendant Gray emails La Bella with “I called the court and they need an exact date on the motion and
order I went ahead and changed the language. Sorry to bother you again with having to review another
pleading but if you could approve and either sign or allow me to sign by permission. I will send to the court
via overnight and there will be no need to attend Monday, per the clerk.” How, exactly, is this not violating
the plaintiff’s right to a fair trial? Court motions are being slung around behind her back throughout this
case
(Exhibit #12) but she shows up by chance having discovered she was on the docket by a lawyer friend
who looked her name and discovered she was in the system and represents herself Aug 10th, to her own
amazement, ‘winning’ the right to appear before Judge Cagle in November.
46. From this point on, the Court and the Defendants all had notice that the plaintiff was representing
herself. Why then did the court clerk continue sending notice to La Bella? Her failure to receive this single
piece of important paper dated Sept 8, 2010 (Exhibit#13) because it was sent to a man who was not her
attorney, La Bella, has interfered with Plaintiff’s ability to adhere to the important procedure at appeals
level ordered in letter as indicated Texas Rule of Court 751: “that there is a necessity of the defendant for
filing a written answer in the County Court when the defendant had pleaded orally in the justice court.” and
also the indicated Texas Rule of Court 753 that states “If the defendant made no answer in writing in the
justice court and if he (she) fails to file a written answer with eight full days after the transcript is filed in
County Court, the allegations of the complaint may be taken as admitted and judgment by default may be
entered accordingly.”
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47. La Bella, for whatever reason known only to him, decided to represent the Plaintiff without her
knowledge. Apparently he felt he could use her info privy
to him through the criminal case to do so (Exhibit #14) Further evidence that this was a problem is the fact
that Judge Cagle of Harris County Court Law No. 1
had to call in La Bella and put him off the case and demand Plaintiff’s records from him (complaint entered
to Cagle’s clerk of court regarding Defendant’s
continued failure to deliver entire case file to Plaintiff Nov 16th) . Even Judge Cagle commented on La
Bella’s ludicrous proposed order (Exhibit #15) that he
“be allowed to withdraw from representing Plaintiff so she might take over pro per”. Why? He never
represented her in this case in the first place.
48. Plaintiff is filing a complaint immediately at the Bar Assoc. about La Bella’s actions in this matter as
well as his refusal to return monies paid by
Plaintiff’s grandmother ($35,000) in order for him to hire a private investigator in the retaliation matter in
order to discredit the supposed victim in that
case, as well as order a jury trial. La Bella did none of this. Plaintiff’s grandmother wishes to come and
testify because it was her money that was wasted
and in addition, this witness will testify to the threatening, unprofessional demands by La Bella for the
money to save her grand-daughter’s home. It is of
note to this court that in the Conroe news on Feb 12th, 2010 an announcement that Defendant Joseph La
Bella had been ordered by the 14th Court of
Appeals to pay a disgruntled client $100,000 for being a no-show and threatening everyone around him
when the client perused his claim against him.
La Bella’s own law partner, Stephen Dennis quit the firm and testified for the client about La Bella’s
irregular methods of accounting.
49. The question this court must ask is why would Plaintiff hire a DWI/criminal lawyer to defend her most
prized, precious possession, the home she
shared with her infant daughter before the CPS nightmare began March 2009? Wouldn’t she have gotten a
real lawyer who specialized in this area?
Plaintiff has nearly $100,000 equity in this home. Why would she not defend her investment, both
financially and emotionally, and not stay in touch
with her case as La Bella told the court on Oct 15, 2010 when he asked for another continuance (Exhibit
#16).
50. In this pleading titled ‘Defendant’s Motion for Continuance’ in the appeal of a justice court in a postforeclosure forcible detainer proceeding
currently set for trial County Court @ Law No. 1 for Oct 18th, 2010. La Bella continues to impersonate
being Plaintiff’s attorney by filing this paper that
states “Defense Counsel has been unable to reach our client via phone, email or certified letter to inform
her of the aforementioned trial date and the
necessity of her appearance.” La Bella then goes on in this same legal instrument to which he had no
cause nor any right to write to state that he has a
trial in another court and finishes with “For all the aforementioned reasons, defendant request a two-week
continuance for Oct 25, 2010.”
Is this defendant in some kind of fantasy land, where you can’t fire a lawyer? Is the defendant a stalker,
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which after all is a crime very specific: it is the
intent to create fear. And this Defendant’s unethical behavior and the Court of Judge Jack Cagle’s refusal
to heed his unlawful participation in these
proceedings (Cause No. 971304 Harris County Court) has certainly created an atmosphere of fear and
harassment that no one should be subject to in the
modern justice-System. It is Plaintiff’s right to be allowed her day in court, in a fair trial, no matter how
powerful the Defendant, per the Constitution of the
State of Texas, Article 13, section 1 “All courts shall be open for an injury done him in his lands, goods,
person, or reputation shall have remedy by due
course of law.”
51. Plaintiff does not understand how Defendant came to be in possession of this mail, why it would be
addressed to him in the first place from the bank and continue to be sent to him by the firm of Defendant
O’Boyle as well as the court. How can it be of no interest to the court that La Bella waived plaintiff’s right to
a jury trial (Exhibit #17) when she was already upset with him at the time for not conducting matters in her
criminal case to her satisfaction? How can it be of no interest to the court that in Exhibit #18 La Bella, on
June 30, 2010 filed with the Harris County Court a general denial of the charges filed by Defendant
O’Boyle but on Oct 11, 2010 (Exhibit #19) wrote a bizarre letter to the Plaintiff (on his letterhead, no less)
stating “As a courtesy, I have represented you on the eviction of your home, for non-payment of mortgage.
Originally, your grandmother, Gladys Charron, had said she would pay the arrears, but has since
conveyed her inability to help you with this. At this point I have sent both you and your other attorney,
Walter Mahoney, copies of the re-instatement quotes. In order for you to keep your home you will need
$38,618 as of Sept. 16, 2010. Your trial setting is Oct 18, 2010. On that date the judge will enter a
judgment evicting you from your home.” La Bella closes with “If I don’t here (sic) from you, I will assume
you agree to this eviction.” Does this sound like an attorney-client conversation?
52. Furthermore, Plaintiff brings Exhibit (#20) that her mail box at her place of residence has been
changed without her knowledge and that she has repeatedly notified the U.S. Post Office that she feels
her mail is not secure. While in and of itself, the situation with this defendant would not warrant a petition
of this magnitude. In light of the rude, stalking, near-criminal nature of this Defendant’s insertion of his
presence into the personal, important, extremely vital aspects of this Plaintiff’s life begs this Court’s
attention on Defendant Wells Fargo after both are on notice that Plaintiff had won, self-represented in
Judge Yeoman’s court in Aug 2010. Everything that happened between the Defendant Bank and La Bella
after August is indefensible and a violation of Plaintiff’s civil rights under both Texas and Federal law.
*
*
*
All appeared in the presence of the court on Dec 15, 2010. Court granted plaintiff attached application
for a temporary restraining order. Court had gone so far in this process as to state the cost of the bond
would be $1706 and asked plaintiff if she could post it by today. Plaintiff had also been told by this
court that the matter of the wrongful foreclosure petition that plaintiff spent $300 to bring to this court
was to have a hearing on Jan 3rd, 2011 in order for plaintiff to time to (again) seek counsel. This is full
indication that the proceedings had gone the way of the plaintiff. The attached application with the
words DENIED on both after the judge had signed and dated said application is further proof that this
application had been granted. The reason Plaintiff makes note of this in the beginning of her response
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is because there was NO stenographer present in today’s proceedings. At this late point of the
proceedings, Defendant produced a ruling: HOME SAV. ASS’N v. RAMIREZ 600 S.W. 2D 911 (1980)
with no warning or notice, except the clerk produced a xeroxed copy of said ruling, suddenly this
court states that it’s hands are tied and he can’t proceed due to his ruling. Plaintiff demands her right to
enter a response to Defendant’s introduction of this case law. Knowing that Plaintiff is selfrepresented, due to the infamy of the other prolonged proceedings with Harris County, a matter
proceeding into appeals exactly on this day as well (the very tragedy that led to the hardship described
in the home modification plan approved Sept 2009), Defendant believes Plaintiff will not continue her
effort to bring a level-playing field to these proceedings. A grave injustice has occurred and Plaintiff is
pursuing every possible means to stop the criminal activities against her person and property by
#1) filing litigation against all parties involved; #2) making a full report to investigative agencies
surrounding the judicial branch and 3#) probably what will prove the most effective, Plaintiff is nearly
finished with a true crime book about the corruption in Harris County that has happened to her since
attempting to report a crime by her powerful step-father, an appointee of Governor Rick Perry in
March 2009.
Plaintiff brings these cases have prevailed against the HOME SAV. ASSN’N v. RAMIREZ ruling that
limits the ability of the District Court to issue injunction restraining enforcement of judgment solely
resolves who is entitled to immediate possession. In each of these cases: Coughran v. Saddle Brook
Apts., 2004 Tex. App. (Tex. App. Waco Feb. 18, 2004); Tex. Best Mortg., Inc. v. Nieves, 2003 Tex.
App. (Tex. App. San Antonio Nov. 5, 2003); Ward v. Malone, 115 S.W.3d 267, 2003 Tex. App. (Tex.
App. Corpus Christi 2003); Aguilar v. Weber, 72 S.W.3d 729, 2002 Tex. App. (Tex. App. Waco 2002);
Rice v. Pinney, 51 S.W.3d 705, 2001 Tex. App. (Tex. App. Dallas 2001); Greer v. Coleman, 1996 Tex.
App., (Tex. App. San Antonio Nov. 27, 1996); Greathouse v. Greathouse, 665 S.W.2d 801, 1983 Tex.
App., 1983 Tex. App. (Tex. App. Corpus Christi 1988) Ogden v. Coleman, 660 S.W.2d 578, 1983
Tex. App. (Tex. App. Corpus Christi 1983); Cuellar v. Martinez, 625 S.W.2d 3, 1981 Tex. App. (Tex.
Civ. App. San Antonio 1981) it was ruled by a higher court that the facts of the case before the court
can prove to be a factor in ruling whether the lower court is indeed limited in it’s power to issue
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injunctions restraining a judgment. Defendant cannot merely flash a ruling and expect it all to go
uncontested simply because Plaintiff is in the unfortunate position of having to represent herself and try
to stop the runaway train that is the Defendant’s ongoing contact with the attorney who held himself out
to be, for reasons known only to himself, A.C.’s attorney on record of the forcible detainer. The
judgment that the Defendant obtained in Judge Jack Cagle’s court is illegal and it is the defendant’s
right to contest it in District court.
In Rice v. Penny 51 S.W. 3D 705 (2001) “As we stated earlier, however, a justice court or
county court at law is not deprived of jurisdiction merely by the existence of a title dispute, but is
deprived of jurisdiction only if “the right to immediate possession necessarily requires the
resolution of a title dispute.” Haith, 596 S.W.2d at 196 see also Falcon, 976 S.W.2d at 338 (“[i]f the
question of title is so integrally linked to the issue of possession that possession may not be determined
without first determining title, justice and county courts [lack] jurisdiction”). This linguistic distinction
is substantive, not merely semantical. A justice court and, on trial de novo, a county court have been
given exclusive jurisdiction to decide the issue of immediate possession. Ramirez, 600 S.W.2d at 913.
That jurisdiction cannot be infringed upon as long as the court merely determines possession. See id. at
913-14. Thus, it is only when the justice or county court must determine title issues that it is
without jurisdiction to adjudicate a forcible detainer case.” Rice v. Penny 51 S.W. 3D 705 (2001)
Plaintiff requests a rehearing to amend the ruling of December 15, 2010…again set for Jan. 14, 2010
*
*
*
Plaintiff to appeal the decision of this court’s rehearing of denial
on Dec. 15, 2010. Plaintiff filed a wrongful foreclosure lawsuit Dec 15, 2010 on the grounds that the
Defendant bank fraudulently obtained the order for forcible detainer in the Judge Jack Cagle’s court on
Nov 29, 2010. Plaintiff presented evidence on Dec 15 and again on the Dec 16, 2010 in the District
Court of Harris County, Texas that the order that the Defendant is asking this court to enforce was
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obtained under false pretenses. Lower court refused both attempts by Plaintiff to contest the
Defendant’s attempt to rush this judgment through by it’s use of the Ramirez (1980) ruling to say that
the District Court cannot issue an injunction on the forcible detainer because it was the only issue at
trial.
The apparent issue in front of this court is whether District court has jurisdiction to put an injuction on
the forcible detainer. Defendant holds up the Ramirez like a shield to urge the court remove the
Plaintiff from her home during the trial for the wrongful foreclosure. Plaintiff begs this court to simply
look at her evidence regarding how the Defendant obtained the order that it is asking the court
to enforce. The order was obtained illegally and therefore applying the Ramirez ruling is moot. This
purpose of the appeal on the TRO application is to establish once and for all that criminal acts were
committed to obtain said order that the Defendant is asking this court to enforce an illegal order;
Plaintiff pleads with this court to look at the actual way the order was obtained before they accept that
the Ramirez ruling has any bearing on the carrying out of it, since it was first gotten illegally.
*
this product of ghost-writing is not a substitute for the advice of an attorney
17 U.S.C. § 201(a). In the case of a work made for hire, the employer or other person for whom the work
was prepared is considered the author and, unless the parties have expressly agreed otherwise in a
written instrument signed by them, owns all of the rights in the copyright. 17 U.S.C. § 201(b)
*
*
*
Holy Ghost Publishing & Website Development
750 La Playa #915
San Francisco, California 94121
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I am about to begin the new Cps reality show posted on my fb. I am going to expose our stories like crazy
with evidence. I will make sure the world knows what a cover up this. America won’t be able to use our
children for money much longer. Our warriors are growing daily to help fight this corruption. WE live in a
sick world when children can be sold like slaves and abused in the system as my child. If you have a story
that is backed up with concrete evidence such as mine please go on the reality show link and tell your
story so I can put it all together to expose….thank you….and God Bless our World suffering from this
epidemic…I lost everything fighting this scam with CPS & my evil scary mom & step dad who was
appointed by TEXAS Governor Perry. They knew all along they wouldn’t go to jail with all their money &
power … They got away with attempted murder on me and stealing my only child! Don’t you hate when
people get away with crimes over $ ??? My evidence is public with almost 8,000 viewers. MY story is all
over the internet…take a peek….no one in TEXAS will help at all….Supreme court won’t give me a
hearing….it is a huge cover up …..the gold does win….I have done everything…..and yes I have done
radio quite a bit….people just don’t take the time to read all the evidence
on http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199 my evidence clearly proves I was set up to protect the rich and
very few help…..for real….we live in a very jaded world…This is a child in danger and a mother who lost
everything fighting for her…even harassed and threatened for not giving up …TEXAS is a scary state ….I
have the proof that will come out soon in my book and my new show…. I OFFERED TO DO A LIE TEST
SO MANY TIMES…..AND THE ENEMIES WONT…..I was bitten….chocked…..stabbed with things……hit
with wires….my mom let her perverted boyfriend scare me and kicked me on the streets because she was
siding with him……I was 13 living in dark woods while she had sex with this man…I was a very attractive
teenage and she knew I could get raped in the woods and didn’t care……she spent her life scaring me
and even my real dad…..she is a horror …….and no one seems to care my girl is there even covered in
bruises and sores…all public admitting the abuse….CPS just watched her cry and scream in fear…..and
had my rights terminated saying I imagined this abuse and being drugged which the evidence proves…this
is beyond illegal…..my mom and step dad poisoned me and got my child ….if you doubt me the evidence
is public and TEXAS wont give my only child back in over 2 yrs nor will police….fbi or anyone investigate
still…..they were under attempted murder….and the police tell us no time to investigate or they threatened
to arrest me for asking. Governor Perry helped them take my child with his influence …. I had no abuse
ever charges….got along with everyone in Houston…..never was considered dangerous like all this crazy
lies they created a false case with on abusers hear say….refusing to hear my side or look at my
evidence …..then when I force them putting in their face with no violence they set me up on a closed case
and reopened it illegally…..after it was ruled out! I never was a drug user,…never a big drinker…
ever…..and they tortured me over my only reporting a crime on someone else! Despite proof no
investigation in over 2 yrs…. my only child was ripped from my arms at 2 with no warrant from a hospital
lying to me about why they were taking her…..left me like 11 hrs as a hostage in a room saying I imagined
what you all can see here! MY girl was stolen as a cover up on a man our Governor Rick Perry had
appointed….no criminal investigation in over 2 yrs and still it is said to be a delusion! You ask yourself how
a child can be stolen? My mom and step dad took her away from me from the hospital….I wasn’t informed
until like 130 am and so I tried to run out to save her and the hospital ST. Lukes had me committed and
tied down saying I am agitated …..Can you believe this…..hell yes I was…I was left sitting like 11 hrs not
knowing what was going on……held hostage in American Hospital……St. Lukes! I called a friend at the
time and she brought her lawyer JACK LEE to witness it….he couldn’t stop them! My evil step dad got my
child who clearly drugged me that could of killed me with my mother helping …..had no investigation at all
as the hospital putting her with known abusers…..all because he is filthy rich and was appointed by
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TEXAS Governor Perry…..That’s justice for you! The hospital refused to call my witnesses or my er
contact! They refused to wait for a friend to bring proof of things and did a quick mental alert before he
arrived knowing it was coming!
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Are you surprised to see me smiling again….still no make up really but who cares….this profile pic shows
a good day today…a productive day which always makes me smile….my Cps reality and make over show
is coming 2gether big time…you will be surprised …after loosing everything unlawfully even my home…I’m
still standing…and that my friends is GOD
believe
*
*
A good day for a change….good news about my
new show..one of these days you will see with
make up….I promise…..tonight I may go for a
business meeting …..if so I will take a pictures
more dressed up ….I just work like crazy these
days…no time to get dolled up
during the day….but this will change starting
with my new CPS reality and makeover
show….if only people could be in our shoes…
they would understand the agony of missing our
children…we shouldn’t feel so alone and
hopeless
picture taken today with my phone after a good meeting today
my show will show I am not what Cps claimed illegally and got away with with

Adam Potter, Alex Gomez, Debra Mayo, Debra Reina,
Donald Crane, Dr. Allison, Dr. Rosenberg, Dr. Roy,
George Parnham, Governor Rick Perry, Health & Human
Commission, Jennifer Clark, Joseph La Bella, Juan
Sanchez, Judge Keith Ellison, Judge Mike Anderson,
Judge Pat Sheldon, Scott Dickson, Texas-size
Corruption, Walter Mahoney Jr.
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my upcoming book will have many twist & turns that will prove this was a huge criminal cover up that led
to my girls kidnapping much of the book will be prove that the state of TEXAS knowingly put my daughter
in danger…..
DISTURBED: how my own mother & step-father (appointed by Governor Rick Perry) committed crimes
and the State of Texas helped them
*
does CPS stand for coming for stealing?
sorry I had to say it
4 give my sarcasm at times
I am fed up with Governmental Kidnapping on false claims
they can take their immunity BS and scams
and stick it!
My new Cps reality show is so about to expose what so many cover up illegally
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no I am not afraid
I was BORN this way
may be in TEXAS the most hated woman ever…I don’t care…
*
bet they regret taking my child illegally…..bet they didn’t expect a single woman to be so brave and
determined….they underestimated the power of my wisdom of scams and my love….for my only
child….They know I will die for her…I made it clear on the radio……they can’t stop me unless they make
sure I can’t breathe….
*
yes I know your thinking what the BLANK? YES it is true…the public evidence even proves it…..STILL no
arrests and TEXAS continues to knowingly put my girl in extreme danger….all for a political money driven
cover up….my new show will explain in detail while holding up evidence! TEXAS this single mama will take
you down by …exposing your good old boy COVER UPS!
*
how does one make the world believe the craziest story?well evidence is public…radio interviews…you
tubes…. what would you say if I could prove my own mom tried to kill me with my step dad and the state of
TEXAS helped them by …drugging me as well? Sound like a bad movie or a title for my book? You bet
cha and if you think… I’m nuts ….look my name up…read the evidence…the time line as well!
http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199/
*
20
months now I haven’t heard from my only child who was viciously stolen
for a huge political cover up that directly involves our Texas Governor .I want Rick Perry in jail with the
other’s involved my …new approach may just work! My book will help as well!

Governor Rick Perry, Texas-size Corruption
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Judge Pat Sheldon
Judge Mike Anderson
Judge Keith Ellison
Donald Crane, Harris County Attorney
Jennifer Clark, (social worker who, among other things) SAW the hand print bruises & welts on Markel Nov
2009
Juan Sanchez and Alex Gomez, Health & Human Commission (repeatedly refuse to listen to my concerns
& evidence that Markel is in danger)

Alex Gomez, Donald Crane, Health & Human
Commission, Jennifer Clark, Juan Sanchez, Judge Keith
Ellison, Judge Mike Anderson, Judge Pat Sheldon
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Pat Shelton is a evil cold hearted snake
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My two-year-old daughter Markel Louise Charron was taken from me illegally by the staff of St. Luke’s
Hospital in Houston, Texas on March 15, 2009. I had presented there at the advice of Dr. Krey who was a
doctor I had seen trying to see what was happening to my face and my daughter’s face after eating dinner
with my mother at Papasito’s weeks earlier. Both Markel and I immediately, violently sickened after the
meal, and stayed sick.
*
What I attempted to report about my mother and step-father(who was, until Dec 2010, appointed by
Governor Rick Perry Aug 18, 2005 to head the Dental Board) is WHY my parental rights were terminated.
I told everyone who would listen to me that I thought they were out to harm me. I reported that from
Christmas 2007 until mid-May of 2008 I was held at my mother’s house against my will, by means of
drugging. I lost my child because of reporting this, yet here are the drugs that my step-father, Dr. Gary
McDonald wrote for me without my knowledge at the beginning of the Christmas visit when I went to stay
with them for the holidays because my mother had threatened to commit suicide. Nor do I know this Dr.
Roy (of Kingwood, Texas) who first prescribed me Thorazine on Christmas Eve. It was my baby’s first
Christmas – why would I need Thorazine?
Here are the pharmacy records recovered at the end of the trial that terminated my parental rights Nov
2009: http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/20100912185203.pdf
My stepfather swore under oath in the trial that terminated my parental rights November 2009 that he had
never prescribed me anything more than a cold medication. Obviously the above pharmacy say differently.
*
Previous encounters with my mother had led to me being ill, and as I look back on my time in her care as
a child even then, I was always sick. I had suspicions to the point that I had had a tests done on my own.
Here is an independent heavy metals toxic screen done in 2006, showing elevated levels of Mercury
(triple level 1558 ug/kg <400 ug/kg), Aluminum (double level 19,060 ug/kg), Arsenic (48.30 ug/kg < 80
ug/kg).
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by admin under we the media

[Translate]
I am about to begin the new Cps reality show posted on my fb. I am going to expose our stories like crazy
with evidence. I will make sure the world knows what a cover up this. America won’t be able to use our
children for money much longer. Our warriors are growing daily to help fight this corruption. WE live in a
sick world when children can be sold like slaves and abused in the system as my child. If you have a story
that is backed up with concrete evidence such as mine please go on the reality show link and tell your
story so I can put it all together to expose….thank you….and God Bless our World suffering from this
epidemic…I lost everything fighting this scam with CPS & my evil scary mom & step dad who was
appointed by TEXAS Governor Perry. They knew all along they wouldn’t go to jail with all their money &
power … They got away with attempted murder on me and stealing my only child! Don’t you hate when
people get away with crimes over $ ??? My evidence is public with almost 8,000 viewers. MY story is all
over the internet…take a peek….no one in TEXAS will help at all….Supreme court won’t give me a
hearing….it is a huge cover up …..the gold does win….I have done everything…..and yes I have done
radio quite a bit….people just don’t take the time to read all the evidence
on http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199 my evidence clearly proves I was set up to protect the rich and
very few help…..for real….we live in a very jaded world…This is a child in danger and a mother who lost
everything fighting for her…even harassed and threatened for not giving up …TEXAS is a scary state ….I
have the proof that will come out soon in my book and my new show…. I OFFERED TO DO A LIE TEST
SO MANY TIMES…..AND THE ENEMIES WONT…..I was bitten….chocked…..stabbed with things……hit
with wires….my mom let her perverted boyfriend scare me and kicked me on the streets because she was
siding with him……I was 13 living in dark woods while she had sex with this man…I was a very attractive
teenage and she knew I could get raped in the woods and didn’t care……she spent her life scaring me
and even my real dad…..she is a horror …….and no one seems to care my girl is there even covered in
bruises and sores…all public admitting the abuse….CPS just watched her cry and scream in fear…..and
had my rights terminated saying I imagined this abuse and being drugged which the evidence proves…this
is beyond illegal…..my mom and step dad poisoned me and got my child ….if you doubt me the evidence
is public and TEXAS wont give my only child back in over 2 yrs nor will police….fbi or anyone investigate
still…..they were under attempted murder….and the police tell us no time to investigate or they threatened
to arrest me for asking. Governor Perry helped them take my child with his influence …. I had no abuse
ever charges….got along with everyone in Houston…..never was considered dangerous like all this crazy
lies they created a false case with on abusers hear say….refusing to hear my side or look at my
evidence …..then when I force them putting in their face with no violence they set me up on a closed case
and reopened it illegally…..after it was ruled out! I never was a drug user,…never a big drinker…
ever…..and they tortured me over my only reporting a crime on someone else! Despite proof no
investigation in over 2 yrs…. my only child was ripped from my arms at 2 with no warrant from a hospital
lying to me about why they were taking her…..left me like 11 hrs as a hostage in a room saying I imagined
what you all can see here! MY girl was stolen as a cover up on a man our Governor Rick Perry had
appointed….no criminal investigation in over 2 yrs and still it is said to be a delusion! You ask yourself how
a child can be stolen? My mom and step dad took her away from me from the hospital….I wasn’t informed
until like 130 am and so I tried to run out to save her and the hospital ST. Lukes had me committed and
tied down saying I am agitated …..Can you believe this…..hell yes I was…I was left sitting like 11 hrs not
knowing what was going on……held hostage in American Hospital……St. Lukes! I called a friend at the
time and she brought her lawyer JACK LEE to witness it….he couldn’t stop them! My evil step dad got my
child who clearly drugged me that could of killed me with my mother helping …..had no investigation at all
as the hospital putting her with known abusers…..all because he is filthy rich and was appointed by
TEXAS Governor Perry…..That’s justice for you! The hospital refused to call my witnesses or my er
contact! They refused to wait for a friend to bring proof of things and did a quick mental alert before he
arrived knowing it was coming!
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Believe
by admin under Players

[Translate]
Are you surprised to see me smiling again….still no make up really but who cares….this profile pic shows
a good day today…a productive day which always makes me smile….my Cps reality and make over show
is coming 2gether big time…you will be surprised …after loosing everything unlawfully even my home…I’m
still standing…and that my friends is GOD
believe
*
*
A good day for a change….good news about my
new show..one of these days you will see with
make up….I promise…..tonight I may go for a
business meeting …..if so I will take a pictures
more dressed up ….I just work like crazy these
days…no time to get dolled up
during the day….but this will change starting
with my new CPS reality and makeover
show….if only people could be in our shoes…
they would understand the agony of missing our
children…we shouldn’t feel so alone and
hopeless
picture taken today with my phone after a good meeting today
my show will show I am not what Cps claimed illegally and got away with with
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Donald Crane, Dr. Allison, Dr. Rosenberg, Dr. Roy,
George Parnham, Governor Rick Perry, Health & Human
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Corruption, Walter Mahoney Jr.
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by admin under we the media

[Translate]
my upcoming book will have many twist & turns that will prove this was a huge criminal cover up that led
to my girls kidnapping much of the book will be prove that the state of TEXAS knowingly put my daughter
in danger…..
DISTURBED: how my own mother & step-father (appointed by Governor Rick Perry) committed crimes
and the State of Texas helped them
*
does CPS stand for coming for stealing?
sorry I had to say it
4 give my sarcasm at times
I am fed up with Governmental Kidnapping on false claims
they can take their immunity BS and scams
and stick it!
My new Cps reality show is so about to expose what so many cover up illegally
no I am not afraid
I was BORN this way
may be in TEXAS the most hated woman ever…I don’t care…
*
bet they regret taking my child illegally…..bet they didn’t expect a single woman to be so brave and
determined….they underestimated the power of my wisdom of scams and my love….for my only
child….They know I will die for her…I made it clear on the radio……they can’t stop me unless they make

http://amycharroncpsrealityshow.beatcps.ramonamayon.com/amys-blog/[9/23/2011 2:03:38 PM]

Amy's Blog « Amy Charron CPS Reality Show
sure I can’t breathe….
*
yes I know your thinking what the BLANK? YES it is true…the public evidence even proves it…..STILL no
arrests and TEXAS continues to knowingly put my girl in extreme danger….all for a political money driven
cover up….my new show will explain in detail while holding up evidence! TEXAS this single mama will take
you down by …exposing your good old boy COVER UPS!
*
how does one make the world believe the craziest story?well evidence is public…radio interviews…you
tubes…. what would you say if I could prove my own mom tried to kill me with my step dad and the state of
TEXAS helped them by …drugging me as well? Sound like a bad movie or a title for my book? You bet
cha and if you think… I’m nuts ….look my name up…read the evidence…the time line as well!
http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199/
*
20
months now I haven’t heard from my only child who was viciously stolen
for a huge political cover up that directly involves our Texas Governor .I want Rick Perry in jail with the
other’s involved my …new approach may just work! My book will help as well!

Governor Rick Perry, Texas-size Corruption
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Judge Pat Sheldon
Judge Mike Anderson
Judge Keith Ellison
Donald Crane, Harris County Attorney
Jennifer Clark, (social worker who, among other things) SAW the hand print bruises & welts on Markel Nov
2009
Juan Sanchez and Alex Gomez, Health & Human Commission (repeatedly refuse to listen to my concerns
& evidence that Markel is in danger)
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jeff novascone
April 12th, 2011 on 2:27 pm

I want to tell you a little about my experience with Family Law.
I had a daughter when I was 17 yrs old. I got to see her a few times til she was 9
months old but then the mother decided I couldnt see her anymore. I went to court several times
trying to get visitation with her but never could. I was ordered to pay child support tho. This happened
in Wisconsin.
Years later I started another family. I had 3 boys, Joshua, Colton, Logan. We lived in AL. I had full
physical placement of my boys in MS. Their biological mother had abandon them for 8 yrs. I raised my
boys without their biological mother in the picture, she was a stranger to them.
However, when my boys were around 12, 10, and 8 yrs old I was extradited to WI over my child
support in which I thought was over with. I left my boys in the care of a lady friend however their
biological mother came to AL got the boys and took them to TN. It took me 5 wks to get back home. I
tried to get my boys back but TN said ALs education wasnt as good as TN so they was leaving the
boys in the care of a stranger. I fought for yrs to regain custody of my boys but never could.
I havent seen my boys, except maybe 2 times since they was stolen from me. My oldest, 21, has a
family of his own now living somewhere in gulf of MS. My middle boy,19, is in the NE State Pen
serving 50+yrs for murder – been there since he was 16, my youngest, 17, is a ward of the state of
MS and is in a rehab in Bartlett, TN. When they took him they put him in a mental hospital and gave
him drugs because they said he was unruly yet he just wanted to come home to his dad which he told
the judge that but to no avail. They are still giving him drugs to this day because he is in and out of
trouble.
I never had a problem with my boys when I had them. I guess I had the time to instill some kind of
honor in my oldest because he is doing good but the youngest two were still too young.
The biological mother and the state of TN took them to gain financially. It is all a money thing. She
was awarded 10,000 dollars child support upfront. I am still paying child support on all 3 of my boys
although one is 21 with a family of his own, Colton, 19, been incarcerated since he was 16, and
Logan 17 in which the state of MS has him. I have tried to get a hearing for my Child Support for over
a year now but still havent got one.
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The Family Law needs to be looked at nationwide. They profit from taking our children. There is an
attorney from TN who is writing a book about Shelby County Family Court in TN being so corrupt
which is where my case was handled. This attorney left family law for this reason, said it was too
much of an emotional deal to sit back and see the courts tear families apart just because they could
when they had no good reason other than to profit from it.

Wall of Shame

I need your help, please read the attachment below: I was told I had this kind of case yet I have no
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Story
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money to fight. Help me get justice for my boys!!

Amy’s Poems … add yours!

“Okay, Jeff, we have Ultimately jurisdiction issues that are applicable here. We are talking the Uniform
Child Custody Jurisdiction Enforcement Act AND the Interstate Compact Act. Each case has to
request jurisdiction in the other state… since this is a court case, by law, they have to seek jurisdiction
is the state they are requesting it from… as many of my good friends have said, a VOID AB INITIO
may be in order… than takes it back to where it came from… if federal juristdiction issues apply, such
as state to state, then federal court has jurisdiction… ie, UCCJEA and ICA…”

Welcome to Amy Charron's CPS Reality
Show

[Translate]
amy charron
April 29th, 2011 on 12:17 pm

Family courts are out of control and sadly there are bogus laws that protect crimes.
Ever wonder why they have closed court rooms like in my case and no camera’s
allowed….hmmmmm….no media for example. Governmental employees for have
immunity….there are black and white laws that protect many who commit crimes against countless of
us. We must get laws passed to stop this madness. No crimes should be legal ever. I don’t care if our
so called judges think they are GOD! Judges are so often behind many scams in the family law court
rooms. AS I have said on the radio more than once it is organized crime we are dealing with. Many of
us have no where to turn to. This is why this show is essential for us to be heard. Thank you…..your
pain is countless of ours and it’s time we fight back boldly and prove our innocence. Too many
children are stolen illegally violating our Constitutional rights.
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WISH I could
see all our
STOLEN in a
GODLY field
of gold
surrounded
with love and
peace
wish I COULD
SEE THE
PARENTS
SPRINKLING
SEEDS OF
JUSTICE
WATCHING
THEM BLOOM
TO HELP
OTHERS FOR ALL THEY ENDURED
WISH WE COULD SIMLPLY WAKE UP TO OUR STOLEN BEING A FADED REALITY
IF ONLY I COULD MAKE US WINNING MY PURPOSE DRIVEN COMPLETED
TO LIGHT THE WAY TO SUCH AN ILLUSIVE MOON
**************************************written Feb 27, 2011
written by Amy Charron
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Hush little baby don’t you cry…. Momma going to pray you don’t die….0nce in the system you can’t win….
And you wonder how cps lives in sin.. If our cries aren’t heard..mommy will fly to you in spirit like a
bird..Never too far will I be. Until your mama sets you free.

Video 2: Markel was taken with no sign of
abuse

************************************Sept 8, 2010

Video 4: My violated Psychiatric Rights

Our defenseless children are prisoners of pain….
We as soldiers doing our best to remain calm and sane…..
When we knew all along they are sacrificed illegally for only monetary gain…
Endlessly we worry…caught up in an illusive game…
Will we win? The mystery will dreadfully remain…..
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Why Was My Child Not Given Back?
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There was my only child…a beautiful happy smiling face.
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Who in a second with no warning..vanished without a trace..
Impossible to believe our justice system allowed this…
Hope she won’t think I chose to not give her that last comforting …kiss…………
Her screams and cries for me haunt me everyday..
For how I wish she could hear what I lovingly have to say…
My God given gift taken so suddenly.
How can such things happen so illegally..
All the things….I hope she remembers I did and said..
GOD please…don’t let me get that call….SHE’S dead….
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Welcome to Amy Charron's CPS Reality
Show
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Are you surprised to see me smiling again….still no make up really but who cares….this profile pic shows
a good day today…a productive day which always makes me smile….my Cps reality and make over show
is coming 2gether big time…you will be surprised …after loosing everything unlawfully even my home…I’m
still standing…and that my friends is GOD
believe
*
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A good day for a change….good news about my
new show..one of these days you will see with
make up….I promise…..tonight I may go for a
business meeting …..if so I will take a pictures
more dressed up ….I just work like crazy these
days…no time to get dolled up
during the day….but this will change starting
with my new CPS reality and makeover
show….if only people could be in our shoes…
they would understand the agony of missing our
children…we shouldn’t feel so alone and
hopeless
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Are you surprised to see me smiling again….still no make up really but who cares….this profile pic shows
a good day today…a productive day which always makes me smile….my Cps reality and make over show
is coming 2gether big time…you will be surprised …after loosing everything unlawfully even my home…I’m
still standing…and that my friends is GOD
believe
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Are you surprised to see me smiling again….still no make up really but who cares….this profile pic shows
a good day today…a productive day which always makes me smile….my Cps reality and make over show
is coming 2gether big time…you will be surprised …after loosing everything unlawfully even my home…I’m
still standing…and that my friends is GOD
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A good day for a change….good news about my
new show..one of these days you will see with
make up….I promise…..tonight I may go for a
business meeting …..if so I will take a pictures
more dressed up ….I just work like crazy these
days…no time to get dolled up
during the day….but this will change starting
with my new CPS reality and makeover
show….if only people could be in our shoes…
they would understand the agony of missing our
children…we shouldn’t feel so alone and
hopeless
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Governor Rick Perry « Amy Charron CPS Reality Show
my upcoming book will have many twist & turns that will prove this was a huge criminal cover up that led
to my girls kidnapping much of the book will be prove that the state of TEXAS knowingly put my daughter
in danger…..

Amy’s Poems … add yours!
Welcome to Amy Charron's CPS Reality
Show

DISTURBED: how my own mother & step-father (appointed by Governor Rick Perry) committed crimes
and the State of Texas helped them
*
does CPS stand for coming for stealing?
sorry I had to say it
4 give my sarcasm at times
I am fed up with Governmental Kidnapping on false claims
they can take their immunity BS and scams
and stick it!
My new Cps reality show is so about to expose what so many cover up illegally
no I am not afraid
I was BORN this way
may be in TEXAS the most hated woman ever…I don’t care…
*
bet they regret taking my child illegally…..bet they didn’t expect a single woman to be so brave and
determined….they underestimated the power of my wisdom of scams and my love….for my only
child….They know I will die for her…I made it clear on the radio……they can’t stop me unless they make
sure I can’t breathe….
*
yes I know your thinking what the BLANK? YES it is true…the public evidence even proves it…..STILL no
arrests and TEXAS continues to knowingly put my girl in extreme danger….all for a political money driven
cover up….my new show will explain in detail while holding up evidence! TEXAS this single mama will take
you down by …exposing your good old boy COVER UPS!
*
how does one make the world believe the craziest story?well evidence is public…radio interviews…you
tubes…. what would you say if I could prove my own mom tried to kill me with my step dad and the state of
TEXAS helped them by …drugging me as well? Sound like a bad movie or a title for my book? You bet
cha and if you think… I’m nuts ….look my name up…read the evidence…the time line as well!
http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199/
*
20
months now I haven’t heard from my only child who was viciously stolen
for a huge political cover up that directly involves our Texas Governor .I want Rick Perry in jail with the
other’s involved my …new approach may just work! My book will help as well!
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my upcoming book will have many twist & turns that will prove this was a huge criminal cover up that led
to my girls kidnapping much of the book will be prove that the state of TEXAS knowingly put my daughter
in danger…..

Amy’s Poems … add yours!
Welcome to Amy Charron's CPS Reality
Show

DISTURBED: how my own mother & step-father (appointed by Governor Rick Perry) committed crimes
and the State of Texas helped them
*
does CPS stand for coming for stealing?
sorry I had to say it
4 give my sarcasm at times
I am fed up with Governmental Kidnapping on false claims
they can take their immunity BS and scams
and stick it!
My new Cps reality show is so about to expose what so many cover up illegally
no I am not afraid
I was BORN this way
may be in TEXAS the most hated woman ever…I don’t care…
*
bet they regret taking my child illegally…..bet they didn’t expect a single woman to be so brave and
determined….they underestimated the power of my wisdom of scams and my love….for my only
child….They know I will die for her…I made it clear on the radio……they can’t stop me unless they make
sure I can’t breathe….
*
yes I know your thinking what the BLANK? YES it is true…the public evidence even proves it…..STILL no
arrests and TEXAS continues to knowingly put my girl in extreme danger….all for a political money driven
cover up….my new show will explain in detail while holding up evidence! TEXAS this single mama will take
you down by …exposing your good old boy COVER UPS!
*
how does one make the world believe the craziest story?well evidence is public…radio interviews…you
tubes…. what would you say if I could prove my own mom tried to kill me with my step dad and the state of
TEXAS helped them by …drugging me as well? Sound like a bad movie or a title for my book? You bet
cha and if you think… I’m nuts ….look my name up…read the evidence…the time line as well!
http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199/
*
20
months now I haven’t heard from my only child who was viciously stolen
for a huge political cover up that directly involves our Texas Governor .I want Rick Perry in jail with the
other’s involved my …new approach may just work! My book will help as well!
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I am about to begin the new Cps reality show posted on my fb. I am going to expose our stories like crazy
with evidence. I will make sure the world knows what a cover up this. America won’t be able to use our
children for money much longer. Our warriors are growing daily to help fight this corruption. WE live in a
sick world when children can be sold like slaves and abused in the system as my child. If you have a story
that is backed up with concrete evidence such as mine please go on the reality show link and tell your
story so I can put it all together to expose….thank you….and God Bless our World suffering from this
epidemic…I lost everything fighting this scam with CPS & my evil scary mom & step dad who was
appointed by TEXAS Governor Perry. They knew all along they wouldn’t go to jail with all their money &
power … They got away with attempted murder on me and stealing my only child! Don’t you hate when
people get away with crimes over $ ??? My evidence is public with almost 8,000 viewers. MY story is all
over the internet…take a peek….no one in TEXAS will help at all….Supreme court won’t give me a
hearing….it is a huge cover up …..the gold does win….I have done everything…..and yes I have done
radio quite a bit….people just don’t take the time to read all the evidence
on http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199 my evidence clearly proves I was set up to protect the rich and
very few help…..for real….we live in a very jaded world…This is a child in danger and a mother who lost
everything fighting for her…even harassed and threatened for not giving up …TEXAS is a scary state ….I
have the proof that will come out soon in my book and my new show…. I OFFERED TO DO A LIE TEST
SO MANY TIMES…..AND THE ENEMIES WONT…..I was bitten….chocked…..stabbed with things……hit
with wires….my mom let her perverted boyfriend scare me and kicked me on the streets because she was
siding with him……I was 13 living in dark woods while she had sex with this man…I was a very attractive
teenage and she knew I could get raped in the woods and didn’t care……she spent her life scaring me
and even my real dad…..she is a horror …….and no one seems to care my girl is there even covered in
bruises and sores…all public admitting the abuse….CPS just watched her cry and scream in fear…..and
had my rights terminated saying I imagined this abuse and being drugged which the evidence proves…this
is beyond illegal…..my mom and step dad poisoned me and got my child ….if you doubt me the evidence
is public and TEXAS wont give my only child back in over 2 yrs nor will police….fbi or anyone investigate
still…..they were under attempted murder….and the police tell us no time to investigate or they threatened
to arrest me for asking. Governor Perry helped them take my child with his influence …. I had no abuse
ever charges….got along with everyone in Houston…..never was considered dangerous like all this crazy
lies they created a false case with on abusers hear say….refusing to hear my side or look at my
evidence …..then when I force them putting in their face with no violence they set me up on a closed case
and reopened it illegally…..after it was ruled out! I never was a drug user,…never a big drinker…
ever…..and they tortured me over my only reporting a crime on someone else! Despite proof no
investigation in over 2 yrs…. my only child was ripped from my arms at 2 with no warrant from a hospital
lying to me about why they were taking her…..left me like 11 hrs as a hostage in a room saying I imagined
what you all can see here! MY girl was stolen as a cover up on a man our Governor Rick Perry had
appointed….no criminal investigation in over 2 yrs and still it is said to be a delusion! You ask yourself how
a child can be stolen? My mom and step dad took her away from me from the hospital….I wasn’t informed
until like 130 am and so I tried to run out to save her and the hospital ST. Lukes had me committed and
tied down saying I am agitated …..Can you believe this…..hell yes I was…I was left sitting like 11 hrs not
knowing what was going on……held hostage in American Hospital……St. Lukes! I called a friend at the
time and she brought her lawyer JACK LEE to witness it….he couldn’t stop them! My evil step dad got my
child who clearly drugged me that could of killed me with my mother helping …..had no investigation at all
as the hospital putting her with known abusers…..all because he is filthy rich and was appointed by
TEXAS Governor Perry…..That’s justice for you! The hospital refused to call my witnesses or my er
contact! They refused to wait for a friend to bring proof of things and did a quick mental alert before he
arrived knowing it was coming!
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I am about to begin the new Cps reality show posted on my fb. I am going to expose our stories like crazy
with evidence. I will make sure the world knows what a cover up this. America won’t be able to use our
children for money much longer. Our warriors are growing daily to help fight this corruption. WE live in a
sick world when children can be sold like slaves and abused in the system as my child. If you have a story
that is backed up with concrete evidence such as mine please go on the reality show link and tell your
story so I can put it all together to expose….thank you….and God Bless our World suffering from this
epidemic…I lost everything fighting this scam with CPS & my evil scary mom & step dad who was
appointed by TEXAS Governor Perry. They knew all along they wouldn’t go to jail with all their money &
power … They got away with attempted murder on me and stealing my only child! Don’t you hate when
people get away with crimes over $ ??? My evidence is public with almost 8,000 viewers. MY story is all
over the internet…take a peek….no one in TEXAS will help at all….Supreme court won’t give me a
hearing….it is a huge cover up …..the gold does win….I have done everything…..and yes I have done
radio quite a bit….people just don’t take the time to read all the evidence
on http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199 my evidence clearly proves I was set up to protect the rich and
very few help…..for real….we live in a very jaded world…This is a child in danger and a mother who lost
everything fighting for her…even harassed and threatened for not giving up …TEXAS is a scary state ….I
have the proof that will come out soon in my book and my new show…. I OFFERED TO DO A LIE TEST
SO MANY TIMES…..AND THE ENEMIES WONT…..I was bitten….chocked…..stabbed with things……hit
with wires….my mom let her perverted boyfriend scare me and kicked me on the streets because she was
siding with him……I was 13 living in dark woods while she had sex with this man…I was a very attractive
teenage and she knew I could get raped in the woods and didn’t care……she spent her life scaring me
and even my real dad…..she is a horror …….and no one seems to care my girl is there even covered in
bruises and sores…all public admitting the abuse….CPS just watched her cry and scream in fear…..and
had my rights terminated saying I imagined this abuse and being drugged which the evidence proves…this
is beyond illegal…..my mom and step dad poisoned me and got my child ….if you doubt me the evidence
is public and TEXAS wont give my only child back in over 2 yrs nor will police….fbi or anyone investigate
still…..they were under attempted murder….and the police tell us no time to investigate or they threatened
to arrest me for asking. Governor Perry helped them take my child with his influence …. I had no abuse
ever charges….got along with everyone in Houston…..never was considered dangerous like all this crazy
lies they created a false case with on abusers hear say….refusing to hear my side or look at my
evidence …..then when I force them putting in their face with no violence they set me up on a closed case
and reopened it illegally…..after it was ruled out! I never was a drug user,…never a big drinker…
ever…..and they tortured me over my only reporting a crime on someone else! Despite proof no
investigation in over 2 yrs…. my only child was ripped from my arms at 2 with no warrant from a hospital
lying to me about why they were taking her…..left me like 11 hrs as a hostage in a room saying I imagined
what you all can see here! MY girl was stolen as a cover up on a man our Governor Rick Perry had
appointed….no criminal investigation in over 2 yrs and still it is said to be a delusion! You ask yourself how
a child can be stolen? My mom and step dad took her away from me from the hospital….I wasn’t informed
until like 130 am and so I tried to run out to save her and the hospital ST. Lukes had me committed and
tied down saying I am agitated …..Can you believe this…..hell yes I was…I was left sitting like 11 hrs not
knowing what was going on……held hostage in American Hospital……St. Lukes! I called a friend at the
time and she brought her lawyer JACK LEE to witness it….he couldn’t stop them! My evil step dad got my
child who clearly drugged me that could of killed me with my mother helping …..had no investigation at all
as the hospital putting her with known abusers…..all because he is filthy rich and was appointed by
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Are you surprised to see me smiling again….still no make up really but who cares….this profile pic shows
a good day today…a productive day which always makes me smile….my Cps reality and make over show
is coming 2gether big time…you will be surprised …after loosing everything unlawfully even my home…I’m
still standing…and that my friends is GOD
believe
*
*
A good day for a change….good news about my
new show..one of these days you will see with
make up….I promise…..tonight I may go for a
business meeting …..if so I will take a pictures
more dressed up ….I just work like crazy these
days…no time to get dolled up
during the day….but this will change starting
with my new CPS reality and makeover
show….if only people could be in our shoes…
they would understand the agony of missing our
children…we shouldn’t feel so alone and
hopeless
picture taken today with my phone after a good meeting today
my show will show I am not what Cps claimed illegally and got away with with
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Corruption, Walter Mahoney Jr.
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my upcoming book will have many twist & turns that will prove this was a huge criminal cover up that led
to my girls kidnapping much of the book will be prove that the state of TEXAS knowingly put my daughter
in danger…..
DISTURBED: how my own mother & step-father (appointed by Governor Rick Perry) committed crimes
and the State of Texas helped them
*
does CPS stand for coming for stealing?
sorry I had to say it
4 give my sarcasm at times
I am fed up with Governmental Kidnapping on false claims
they can take their immunity BS and scams
and stick it!
My new Cps reality show is so about to expose what so many cover up illegally
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admin « Amy Charron CPS Reality Show
no I am not afraid
I was BORN this way
may be in TEXAS the most hated woman ever…I don’t care…
*
bet they regret taking my child illegally…..bet they didn’t expect a single woman to be so brave and
determined….they underestimated the power of my wisdom of scams and my love….for my only
child….They know I will die for her…I made it clear on the radio……they can’t stop me unless they make
sure I can’t breathe….
*
yes I know your thinking what the BLANK? YES it is true…the public evidence even proves it…..STILL no
arrests and TEXAS continues to knowingly put my girl in extreme danger….all for a political money driven
cover up….my new show will explain in detail while holding up evidence! TEXAS this single mama will take
you down by …exposing your good old boy COVER UPS!
*
how does one make the world believe the craziest story?well evidence is public…radio interviews…you
tubes…. what would you say if I could prove my own mom tried to kill me with my step dad and the state of
TEXAS helped them by …drugging me as well? Sound like a bad movie or a title for my book? You bet
cha and if you think… I’m nuts ….look my name up…read the evidence…the time line as well!
http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199/
*
20
months now I haven’t heard from my only child who was viciously stolen
for a huge political cover up that directly involves our Texas Governor .I want Rick Perry in jail with the
other’s involved my …new approach may just work! My book will help as well!

Governor Rick Perry, Texas-size Corruption
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Judge Pat Sheldon
Judge Mike Anderson
Judge Keith Ellison
Donald Crane, Harris County Attorney
Jennifer Clark, (social worker who, among other things) SAW the hand print bruises & welts on Markel Nov
2009
Juan Sanchez and Alex Gomez, Health & Human Commission (repeatedly refuse to listen to my concerns
& evidence that Markel is in danger)
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I am about to begin the new Cps reality show posted on my fb. I am going to expose our stories like crazy
with evidence. I will make sure the world knows what a cover up this. America won’t be able to use our
children for money much longer. Our warriors are growing daily to help fight this corruption. WE live in a
sick world when children can be sold like slaves and abused in the system as my child. If you have a story
that is backed up with concrete evidence such as mine please go on the reality show link and tell your
story so I can put it all together to expose….thank you….and God Bless our World suffering from this
epidemic…I lost everything fighting this scam with CPS & my evil scary mom & step dad who was
appointed by TEXAS Governor Perry. They knew all along they wouldn’t go to jail with all their money &
power … They got away with attempted murder on me and stealing my only child! Don’t you hate when
people get away with crimes over $ ??? My evidence is public with almost 8,000 viewers. MY story is all
over the internet…take a peek….no one in TEXAS will help at all….Supreme court won’t give me a
hearing….it is a huge cover up …..the gold does win….I have done everything…..and yes I have done
radio quite a bit….people just don’t take the time to read all the evidence
on http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199 my evidence clearly proves I was set up to protect the rich and
very few help…..for real….we live in a very jaded world…This is a child in danger and a mother who lost
everything fighting for her…even harassed and threatened for not giving up …TEXAS is a scary state ….I
have the proof that will come out soon in my book and my new show…. I OFFERED TO DO A LIE TEST
SO MANY TIMES…..AND THE ENEMIES WONT…..I was bitten….chocked…..stabbed with things……hit
with wires….my mom let her perverted boyfriend scare me and kicked me on the streets because she was
siding with him……I was 13 living in dark woods while she had sex with this man…I was a very attractive
teenage and she knew I could get raped in the woods and didn’t care……she spent her life scaring me
and even my real dad…..she is a horror …….and no one seems to care my girl is there even covered in
bruises and sores…all public admitting the abuse….CPS just watched her cry and scream in fear…..and
had my rights terminated saying I imagined this abuse and being drugged which the evidence proves…this
is beyond illegal…..my mom and step dad poisoned me and got my child ….if you doubt me the evidence
is public and TEXAS wont give my only child back in over 2 yrs nor will police….fbi or anyone investigate
still…..they were under attempted murder….and the police tell us no time to investigate or they threatened
to arrest me for asking. Governor Perry helped them take my child with his influence …. I had no abuse
ever charges….got along with everyone in Houston…..never was considered dangerous like all this crazy
lies they created a false case with on abusers hear say….refusing to hear my side or look at my
evidence …..then when I force them putting in their face with no violence they set me up on a closed case
and reopened it illegally…..after it was ruled out! I never was a drug user,…never a big drinker…
ever…..and they tortured me over my only reporting a crime on someone else! Despite proof no
investigation in over 2 yrs…. my only child was ripped from my arms at 2 with no warrant from a hospital
lying to me about why they were taking her…..left me like 11 hrs as a hostage in a room saying I imagined
what you all can see here! MY girl was stolen as a cover up on a man our Governor Rick Perry had
appointed….no criminal investigation in over 2 yrs and still it is said to be a delusion! You ask yourself how
a child can be stolen? My mom and step dad took her away from me from the hospital….I wasn’t informed
until like 130 am and so I tried to run out to save her and the hospital ST. Lukes had me committed and
tied down saying I am agitated …..Can you believe this…..hell yes I was…I was left sitting like 11 hrs not
knowing what was going on……held hostage in American Hospital……St. Lukes! I called a friend at the
time and she brought her lawyer JACK LEE to witness it….he couldn’t stop them! My evil step dad got my
child who clearly drugged me that could of killed me with my mother helping …..had no investigation at all
as the hospital putting her with known abusers…..all because he is filthy rich and was appointed by
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my upcoming book will have many twist & turns that will prove this was a huge criminal cover up that led
to my girls kidnapping much of the book will be prove that the state of TEXAS knowingly put my daughter
in danger…..
DISTURBED: how my own mother & step-father (appointed by Governor Rick Perry) committed crimes
and the State of Texas helped them
*
does CPS stand for coming for stealing?
sorry I had to say it
4 give my sarcasm at times
I am fed up with Governmental Kidnapping on false claims
they can take their immunity BS and scams
and stick it!
My new Cps reality show is so about to expose what so many cover up illegally
no I am not afraid
I was BORN this way
may be in TEXAS the most hated woman ever…I don’t care…
*
bet they regret taking my child illegally…..bet they didn’t expect a single woman to be so brave and
determined….they underestimated the power of my wisdom of scams and my love….for my only
child….They know I will die for her…I made it clear on the radio……they can’t stop me unless they make
sure I can’t breathe….
*
yes I know your thinking what the BLANK? YES it is true…the public evidence even proves it…..STILL no
arrests and TEXAS continues to knowingly put my girl in extreme danger….all for a political money driven
cover up….my new show will explain in detail while holding up evidence! TEXAS this single mama will take
you down by …exposing your good old boy COVER UPS!
*
how does one make the world believe the craziest story?well evidence is public…radio interviews…you
tubes…. what would you say if I could prove my own mom tried to kill me with my step dad and the state of
TEXAS helped them by …drugging me as well? Sound like a bad movie or a title for my book? You bet
cha and if you think… I’m nuts ….look my name up…read the evidence…the time line as well!
http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199/
*
20
months now I haven’t heard from my only child who was viciously stolen
for a huge political cover up that directly involves our Texas Governor .I want Rick Perry in jail with the
other’s involved my …new approach may just work! My book will help as well!
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my upcoming book will have many twist & turns that will prove this was a huge criminal cover up that led
to my girls kidnapping much of the book will be prove that the state of TEXAS knowingly put my daughter
in danger…..
DISTURBED: how my own mother & step-father (appointed by Governor Rick Perry) committed crimes
and the State of Texas helped them
*
does CPS stand for coming for stealing?
sorry I had to say it
4 give my sarcasm at times
I am fed up with Governmental Kidnapping on false claims
they can take their immunity BS and scams
and stick it!
My new Cps reality show is so about to expose what so many cover up illegally
no I am not afraid
I was BORN this way
may be in TEXAS the most hated woman ever…I don’t care…
*
bet they regret taking my child illegally…..bet they didn’t expect a single woman to be so brave and
determined….they underestimated the power of my wisdom of scams and my love….for my only
child….They know I will die for her…I made it clear on the radio……they can’t stop me unless they make
sure I can’t breathe….
*
yes I know your thinking what the BLANK? YES it is true…the public evidence even proves it…..STILL no
arrests and TEXAS continues to knowingly put my girl in extreme danger….all for a political money driven
cover up….my new show will explain in detail while holding up evidence! TEXAS this single mama will take
you down by …exposing your good old boy COVER UPS!
*
how does one make the world believe the craziest story?well evidence is public…radio interviews…you
tubes…. what would you say if I could prove my own mom tried to kill me with my step dad and the state of
TEXAS helped them by …drugging me as well? Sound like a bad movie or a title for my book? You bet
cha and if you think… I’m nuts ….look my name up…read the evidence…the time line as well!
http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199/
*
20
months now I haven’t heard from my only child who was viciously stolen
for a huge political cover up that directly involves our Texas Governor .I want Rick Perry in jail with the
other’s involved my …new approach may just work! My book will help as well!
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Are you surprised to see me smiling again….still no make up really but who cares….this profile pic shows
a good day today…a productive day which always makes me smile….my Cps reality and make over show
is coming 2gether big time…you will be surprised …after loosing everything unlawfully even my home…I’m
still standing…and that my friends is GOD
believe
*
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*
A good day for a change….good news about my
new show..one of these days you will see with
make up….I promise…..tonight I may go for a
business meeting …..if so I will take a pictures
more dressed up ….I just work like crazy these
days…no time to get dolled up
during the day….but this will change starting
with my new CPS reality and makeover
show….if only people could be in our shoes…
they would understand the agony of missing our
children…we shouldn’t feel so alone and
hopeless
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I am about to begin the new Cps reality show posted on my fb. I am going to expose our stories like crazy
with evidence. I will make sure the world knows what a cover up this. America won’t be able to use our
children for money much longer. Our warriors are growing daily to help fight this corruption. WE live in a
sick world when children can be sold like slaves and abused in the system as my child. If you have a story
that is backed up with concrete evidence such as mine please go on the reality show link and tell your
story so I can put it all together to expose….thank you….and God Bless our World suffering from this
epidemic…I lost everything fighting this scam with CPS & my evil scary mom & step dad who was
appointed by TEXAS Governor Perry. They knew all along they wouldn’t go to jail with all their money &
power … They got away with attempted murder on me and stealing my only child! Don’t you hate when
people get away with crimes over $ ??? My evidence is public with almost 8,000 viewers. MY story is all
over the internet…take a peek….no one in TEXAS will help at all….Supreme court won’t give me a
hearing….it is a huge cover up …..the gold does win….I have done everything…..and yes I have done
radio quite a bit….people just don’t take the time to read all the evidence
on http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199 my evidence clearly proves I was set up to protect the rich and
very few help…..for real….we live in a very jaded world…This is a child in danger and a mother who lost
everything fighting for her…even harassed and threatened for not giving up …TEXAS is a scary state ….I
have the proof that will come out soon in my book and my new show…. I OFFERED TO DO A LIE TEST
SO MANY TIMES…..AND THE ENEMIES WONT…..I was bitten….chocked…..stabbed with things……hit
with wires….my mom let her perverted boyfriend scare me and kicked me on the streets because she was
siding with him……I was 13 living in dark woods while she had sex with this man…I was a very attractive
teenage and she knew I could get raped in the woods and didn’t care……she spent her life scaring me
and even my real dad…..she is a horror …….and no one seems to care my girl is there even covered in
bruises and sores…all public admitting the abuse….CPS just watched her cry and scream in fear…..and
had my rights terminated saying I imagined this abuse and being drugged which the evidence proves…this
is beyond illegal…..my mom and step dad poisoned me and got my child ….if you doubt me the evidence
is public and TEXAS wont give my only child back in over 2 yrs nor will police….fbi or anyone investigate
still…..they were under attempted murder….and the police tell us no time to investigate or they threatened
to arrest me for asking. Governor Perry helped them take my child with his influence …. I had no abuse
ever charges….got along with everyone in Houston…..never was considered dangerous like all this crazy
lies they created a false case with on abusers hear say….refusing to hear my side or look at my
evidence …..then when I force them putting in their face with no violence they set me up on a closed case
and reopened it illegally…..after it was ruled out! I never was a drug user,…never a big drinker…
ever…..and they tortured me over my only reporting a crime on someone else! Despite proof no
investigation in over 2 yrs…. my only child was ripped from my arms at 2 with no warrant from a hospital
lying to me about why they were taking her…..left me like 11 hrs as a hostage in a room saying I imagined
what you all can see here! MY girl was stolen as a cover up on a man our Governor Rick Perry had
appointed….no criminal investigation in over 2 yrs and still it is said to be a delusion! You ask yourself how
a child can be stolen? My mom and step dad took her away from me from the hospital….I wasn’t informed
until like 130 am and so I tried to run out to save her and the hospital ST. Lukes had me committed and
tied down saying I am agitated …..Can you believe this…..hell yes I was…I was left sitting like 11 hrs not
knowing what was going on……held hostage in American Hospital……St. Lukes! I called a friend at the
time and she brought her lawyer JACK LEE to witness it….he couldn’t stop them! My evil step dad got my
child who clearly drugged me that could of killed me with my mother helping …..had no investigation at all
as the hospital putting her with known abusers…..all because he is filthy rich and was appointed by
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TEXAS Governor Perry…..That’s justice for you! The hospital refused to call my witnesses or my er
contact! They refused to wait for a friend to bring proof of things and did a quick mental alert before he
arrived knowing it was coming!
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Are you surprised to see me smiling again….still no make up really but who cares….this profile pic shows
a good day today…a productive day which always makes me smile….my Cps reality and make over show
is coming 2gether big time…you will be surprised …after loosing everything unlawfully even my home…I’m
still standing…and that my friends is GOD
believe
*
*
A good day for a change….good news about my
new show..one of these days you will see with
make up….I promise…..tonight I may go for a
business meeting …..if so I will take a pictures
more dressed up ….I just work like crazy these
days…no time to get dolled up
during the day….but this will change starting
with my new CPS reality and makeover
show….if only people could be in our shoes…
they would understand the agony of missing our
children…we shouldn’t feel so alone and
hopeless
picture taken today with my phone after a good meeting today
my show will show I am not what Cps claimed illegally and got away with with
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Are you surprised to see me smiling again….still no make up really but who cares….this profile pic shows
a good day today…a productive day which always makes me smile….my Cps reality and make over show
is coming 2gether big time…you will be surprised …after loosing everything unlawfully even my home…I’m
still standing…and that my friends is GOD
believe
*
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days…no time to get dolled up
during the day….but this will change starting
with my new CPS reality and makeover
show….if only people could be in our shoes…
they would understand the agony of missing our
children…we shouldn’t feel so alone and
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my upcoming book will have many twist & turns that will prove this was a huge criminal cover up that led
to my girls kidnapping much of the book will be prove that the state of TEXAS knowingly put my daughter
in danger…..
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DISTURBED: how my own mother & step-father (appointed by Governor Rick Perry) committed crimes
and the State of Texas helped them
*
does CPS stand for coming for stealing?
sorry I had to say it
4 give my sarcasm at times
I am fed up with Governmental Kidnapping on false claims
they can take their immunity BS and scams
and stick it!
My new Cps reality show is so about to expose what so many cover up illegally
no I am not afraid
I was BORN this way
may be in TEXAS the most hated woman ever…I don’t care…
*
bet they regret taking my child illegally…..bet they didn’t expect a single woman to be so brave and
determined….they underestimated the power of my wisdom of scams and my love….for my only
child….They know I will die for her…I made it clear on the radio……they can’t stop me unless they make
sure I can’t breathe….
*
yes I know your thinking what the BLANK? YES it is true…the public evidence even proves it…..STILL no
arrests and TEXAS continues to knowingly put my girl in extreme danger….all for a political money driven
cover up….my new show will explain in detail while holding up evidence! TEXAS this single mama will take
you down by …exposing your good old boy COVER UPS!
*
how does one make the world believe the craziest story?well evidence is public…radio interviews…you
tubes…. what would you say if I could prove my own mom tried to kill me with my step dad and the state of
TEXAS helped them by …drugging me as well? Sound like a bad movie or a title for my book? You bet
cha and if you think… I’m nuts ….look my name up…read the evidence…the time line as well!
http://beatcps.ramonamayon.com/199/
*
20
months now I haven’t heard from my only child who was viciously stolen
for a huge political cover up that directly involves our Texas Governor .I want Rick Perry in jail with the
other’s involved my …new approach may just work! My book will help as well!
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Donald Crane, Harris County Attorney

ACTION

Jennifer Clark, (social worker who, among other things) SAW the hand print bruises & welts on Markel Nov
2009
Juan Sanchez and Alex Gomez, Health & Human Commission (repeatedly refuse to listen to my concerns
& evidence that Markel is in danger)

Alex Gomez, Donald Crane, Health & Human Commission, Jennifer Clark, Juan Sanchez, Judge
Keith Ellison, Judge Mike Anderson, Judge Pat Sheldon
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